Alondium
The most northern continent in the western
hemisphere of Mythis, Alondium, is a land of two
climates. The areas north of the Ice Crown
Mountains and the Market Mountain Range is a
subarctic tundra, though most just call it an icy
wasteland.
South of those mountains is a temperate climate
with deep forests and crystal clear rivers and
streams winding their way through the region.
Many ruins and underground passages from ages
long past still litter the area.

Alondon, the Broken Realm
of Nightmares

Capital: Alondon
Notable Settlements: Undead Nione, and Bali’s
Delve
Ruler: Crystal Queen
Government: Tyrant
Languages: Dwarven (Duegar), Dwarven (Ice),
Human (Bronnish), and Elven (Dusk Elf)
Religion: Gosa, Throsaere, and Sielat
Races: Duegar 40%, Dwarf 35%, Human 16%,
Elf 4%, and Orc 5%
“I understand Lord Thane, but any records,
documents or scrolls about . . . ,” the Arcanist
looked around quickly, “cursed Alondon was
sealed away in the forbidden vaults by the Gods
themselves.”
—Unknown
In the time before time, the realm of Alondon was
home to quasi giants called the Jennuiri. Masters
of everything magical, the Jennuiri challenged the

Gods of Mythis and lost. What is left of their
legacy is little more than broken foundations,
archways, and statues. The land has been war-torn
ever since.
Almost no life stirs in the Alondonian wilderness.
The silence is almost palatable in the more
desolate areas. Few, if anyone, talks about
Alondon since the ‘War of the Broken Blades.’
Alondonian subjects, in general, have become
taboo or forbidden in polite society.
After the War with the Crystal Queen, the Elves,
Dwarves, and Humans laid out fields of sigils
along the borders of Alondon. These fields of tall
grass have standing stones, shaped like trees with
leaf-like sigils, glowing with eldritch power. They
keep the evil within Alondonian territories and
everyone else out.

Remnants of the Crystal Queen’s Nightmare army
and the Lost Legion have been seen patrolling the
broken landscape. Twisted etchings, totems, and
unholy shrines to Gosa, Throsaere, and Sielat are
scattered throughout the area.
“Horrors undreamed of by mortal and immortal
alike walk these lands, some in the shape of
humanoids, if you’re lucky.”
—Dwarven Ranger near one of the eastern Fields
of Sigils.
Alondon, City of the Cursed: The Crystal Queen
has ruled the city of Alondon since time immortal,
her actual name lost ages ago. What little scrying
that can pass through Alondon’s corruptive power
has driven most spellcasters mad; their ramblings
speak of The Knights of the Undying, patrolling
the city and surrounding area while underground
tunneling by Netherlings bore deep into the bones
and marrow of the earth. Some believe the
undying knights are the remains of the Lost
Legion, under the turned leadership of Malthius
III. In life, Malthius was ruthless and driven. If
undead, he’d be a horror beyond imagining.

Nione, Undead City of Tombs: In the early ages,
Nione was a city of humans and dwarves living in
peace. The castle of Cyne Amran overlooked the
town while humans tended fields, and dwarves
worked underground in mines and tunnels. One
day, a dwarven clan called Silverhook discovered
a new mineral while mining. A malleable verdant
stone veined with deeper green strands. They
made weapons, armor, and masonry materials out
of the rock, but slowly the stone caused madness,
followed by death. At first, the dwarves honored
their dead by tradition and created tombs at a
maddening pace to house their dead. Abandoned
buildings were converted into crypts or
mausoleums until the dead stirred. Hordes of the
undead broke free of their confines and stalked
the streets; some summoned demons with arcane

words only the dead would know, while others
hunted the living. Nione was lost.
Today, the ruins of Castle Cyne Amran,
surrounded by verdant stone, lords over Nione.
Three succubus sisters Cynarca, Gisila, and
Nezzini, rule Nione by tongue and claw behind
these warded walls. The castle is garrisoned by
the Knights of the Undying, vampires awaiting to
serve the tri-Queens of the damned.

Places of Interest
Ice Falls of Dun’Brevan
North of cursed Alondon, along Jawbone Ridge,
is a slight waterfall with waters so cold, the flesh
is said to freeze instantly. The water tumbles into
a tiny pool, so clear, the deep bottom can be seen.
Along the bottom of the pool are broken mason
stones and plinths. In the center, a humanoid
statue reaches upward with two emerald eyes.
Yontem Gecit, the Valley of Arches: During the
‘Fords of Undoing,’ a great battle between the
Gods and the Jennuiri, this valley was created to
move through time and space. The Jennuiri
created the
arches with knowledge undreamed by mortals but
now damaged, the valley appears and disappears
randomly throughout Alondon. Creatures made
for war have hunted in the valley for eons under
the commands of Naga. It is rumored the ground
is littered with strange gems with inner lights as
strong as a torch.

Dun’Bilnu, the Realm of
the Ice Crown
Capital: Ostid
Notable Settlements: The Cities of Walda,
Lugduf, Greywuf, Cuhor, Gunula, and the Keeps
of Horibekkr and Frori
Ruler: Lord Thane Thrukundir IV
Government: Monarchy with Council
Languages: Dwarven (Ice)
Religion: Camua and Samue
Races: Dwarf 80%, Human 10%, River Folk 4%,
Elf 3%, and Orc 3%
“ . . . then Samue pulled chasten chaos from
Camus’ flaming womb and hammered two forms
on his godly anvil. As the forms, humanoids
cooled in the arctic air; Samue then used his
godly hammer and chisel to etch dwarven forms.
Camus smiled when Samue’s work was done.
Camus then blew smoke, ash, and warmth into
faces of the newly chiseled forms, and as one, they
gasped with life.”
—Read from the plinths of Cloistered Hall of
Hammers in hallowed Walda

In the subarctic northwest region of Alondium lies
the Ice Crown Mountains, home of the Dwarven
Realm, Dun’Bilnu. This region comprises snowcapped mountains, deep forests with rivers
and streams cutting their way through both.
Dwarves have occupied Dun’Bilnu since they first
emerged over nine thousand years ago.
Known as the Thanes of Ice and Snow, the
Northern Dwarves are ruled by their current
Thane Lord, Thrukdr IV, from the Capital of
Ostid. The realm is politically autonomous while
maintaining membership in the Dwarven Council
of Crowns, made up of Thanes from all Dwarven
Kingdoms.
Dun’Bilnu was previously ruled by Thane King
Balefur, famously known for leading the first and
second charges into the darkness of the
underground. Thrukdr IV leads with a more
passive fist, which makes his people wary.

Over the years, there have been conflicts with all
other northern kingdoms. Recently, the
Netherlings in the east have caused regular issues
with local farmland and smaller, local villages.
The occurrences are uncommon for the larger
urban centers across the icy mountains. To most
folks of the Ice Mountains, the Netherlings are no
more than bedtime tales to put the youth to sleep.
However, the local guard does not recommend
wandering off developed trails between cities, the
reasons are obscure, but most levelheaded
dwarves know.
Ostid: The dwarven capital Ostid is a massive
city with a boastful culture as the home of the
northern dwarves. The exposed outer walls and
most buildings are constructed from enormous
stone blocks or carved into the mountainside.
Ostid is renowned for its precious metal mines
and master smiths.
Ostid forges produce the finest weapons and
armor in Alondium, second only to the sister
forges at Walda and the Elven forges of Londe.
Grand temples to Camua, Goddess of the Forge
and Samue, God of the Flame are found within
the dwarven capital, and pilgrims come from all
over the kingdom to worship.
Lugduf: Lugduf is unofficially referred to as the
Barrel capital of Dun’Bilhu.Brewmasters from all
of the dwarven clans have brew forge’s fed by the
semi-frozen lake of Frostburn. Clan Redgold
crafted Stone Thick Ale in the first brew forge
along the crags of Knucklestone. Shortly after, the
Netherlings emerged and attacked the city, the
dwarves of the city cried out to their godly
creators, but their prayers fell on deaf ears.
Without aid, the dwarves saved the town but felt
scorned. No shrines or temples to the gods can be
found here. To show their defiance of the gods,
many dwarves tattoo the symbol of the twin gods
on both facial cheeks, then brand a white strike
across the symbols.

Greywulf: So named after its founding, Duke
Thane Greywulf sits upon the banks of the Jagged
Thorn River, spanned by many bridges. Many
generations ago, the Netherling uprisings grew
this once-small trade post into a great defense
tower. With this evolution, a consortium of
wealthy merchants known as “White Synod,”
have become the real power behind Thane Duke
Greywuf XII. They control the flow of goods and
therefor the wealth. In recent years, there have
been multiple Orc tribes and human raiding
parties. The consortium is always on the lookout
for mercenaries to take care of them.
Cuhor: The dwarven city of Cuhor, the city of
towers. Traders travel along its twin rivers of
Da’Tremthin and its western twin Da’Dhumrath
bringing goods to the Oriens from the southern
border. A series of gatehouses and stone walls
defend Cuhor’s renowned, intricately carved stone
towers. The skilled tradesmen of the clans who
live here have made Cuhor almost self-sufficient,
but its primary focus has changed. They are the
stronghold responsible for watching over the
Cursed Realm of Alondon to the south after the
War of the Broken Blades. Thane Duke Adar
Silversword and his knights from the Order of
Farnigil rule Cuhor now with an iron hand.
Walda: Hallowed Walda, the dwarven mountain
fortress on the side of Oz’Garth, is the resting
place for the dwarven holy of holies, The Anvil of
Creation. It is said to be the forge used by Samua
to create the dwarven kind. The cloistered hall of
hammers is a popular pilgrim destination, and its
plinth and columns are said to be engraved by the
twin gods themselves. Thane Duke Tharthi rules
justly with an advising council of elders, Sighvi
the Bishop of the Sacred Flame, and the Iron
Monks of the Anvil.
Gunula: The Dwarven City of Gunula is ruled by
Thane Duke Maeorn SilverMaul II. Most of the

city is carved into the sides of Helfori Mountain
and is known for its gold and silver ores. Gunula
is also known for veins of winter diamonds. These
diamonds, a symbol of wealth, have a distinct
blue hue and can only be found in Helfori’s
mines. The Thane Duke sports one on each finger.
Horibekkr Keep: The ruined Keep of Horibekkr
is a squat keep of hewn stone walls, home to the
scandal-ridden Thane Duke Dwokur and his arctic
riders. Dwokur Bronzehammer was exiled here by
the Thane Lord Thrukundir IV after rumors
accusing Bronzehammer of impurities with
several other Thane Duke’s wives. Instead of
scheming in the court of Ostid, the skilled warrior
plots the rebuilding of a once impressive outer
wall with little more than dwarven conscripts and
untrained recruits.
Frori’s Keep: Frori’s Keep is a massive tower
with impregnable stone walls and a corbelled
battlement that was rebuilt with the help of the
Elves after the War of the Broken Blades. The
fortress blends perfectly into the Kavir
mountainside with several watchtowers equipped
with ballistae. Thane Duke Frahyrst Goldhorn
watches over the eastern border, waiting for
Alondon to make a move.
Bali’s Delve: The Dwarven fortress, Bali’s Delve,
is located north of accursed Alondon, in a valley
called Yeti’s range. The tainted snow fortress was
initially built on the Peak of Gil’Dannor
Mountain. The dwarven engineers of old had
removed the top half of the mountain and made
Bali's Delve out of bones and stones. Thick walls
and great towers cover most of the mountain
fortress. In the center is a vast domed monumental
building with a great stone dragon statue coiling
around the dome and arched at the apex.
The fortress’s name has changed several times
over the generations, generally renamed to suit the
Thane Duke who governs it. Currently, the Thane

Duke is a gruff-looking dwarf called Bali. He is a
strict dwarf with even more stringent views on
what a dwarf should be. As such many soldiers
either shape up quickly or are dismissed as sent
away. He always carries a battle-hardened, rune
encrusted, white iron ax called Rune Fang. The
leadership and fortress go to anyone strong
enough to take the ax from the current Thane
Duke of the fortress.

Hellonde, the
Theocracy of Swords

Capital: Eorburth
Notable Settlements: Freiburg, Bacot, and
Freeport
Ruler: Emperor of the Orien Empire
Government: Fiefdom
Languages: Human (Bronnish)
Religion: Samue
Races: Human 40%, Half-Elf 35%, Elf 15%,
Dwarf 5%, River folks 3%, and Orc 2%
“In the dead of night, five netherlings with
weapons drawn surrounded a human in simple
clothes, his sword sheathed. The netherling
smirked and snickered at their easy prey. The
human drew his sword, a white blade with a
square tip, a Sword Saint’s weapon. He was
Hellondian. Moments later, he sheathed his blade
unfettered and stepped over the dead.”

—Master Tomas Ruegar recites ‘The Nameless
Saint’ to his first-year students
Hellonde, the Theocracy of Swords: Over a
thousand years ago, the people of Hellonde were
part of the Orien Empire until dark times came to
the Empire and fleets of refugees fled to safety,
the Elves of Helios extended a hand of friendship,
protection, and a secure place on the continent to
the refugees. This southeastern region of
Alondium was part of the Elven Kingdom of
Londe.
When they landed several millennia ago, the
Elves provided limited resources to help the
refugees. The former Oriens, proud as they were,
quickly took to their new lands and centuries late
ceded from the Elven Kingdom. They established
Hellonde, which became known as the Theocracy
of Swords because of the Swords Saints, an order

dedicated to the art of swordplay with white iron
swords and a square tip. Some say the swords
were initially found in a secret vault from an
unknown race. Others proclaim only the god of
forges, Samue, would make such blades.
Hellonde is not free, per se, but maintains
themselves on a diplomacy level that allows them
to be a transparent kingdom among the Orien
Empire. Although independent of the Empire,
they retain membership in the “Edan
Confederacy,” an economic and military alliance
between the kingdoms of Orien, Arelion, Athol,
and Hellonde. The leading member is Orien, with
the bulk of the politics being based in Ilstow.
Julius Saint is the current High Priest, sovereign
Lord of Hellonde, and the one true wielder of the
First Blade of White. Every high priest forgoes
their family name for Saint to show their loyalty
to all of Hellonde.
“Beloved Hellonde is a proud member of the Edan
Confederacy and will continue to maintain and
sustain the regulations of which are imposed
among all members of the Edan, dedicated to
furthering the benefit of humanity.”
- Emperor of the Orien Empire.
Much of the region tends to be ruinous, not
because the buildings, castles, or structures
themselves are worthless but are abandoned due
to Hellonde and its people favoring open combat
and honor rather than hiding behind a wall. Of
course, they aren’t foolish but have a sense of
pride, nonetheless.
“Held up in a hole, waiting to die? I’d rather lay
with my brethren, having fought to the last breath
where every moment counted. Behind a wall, I am
at the mercy of my enemy.”
--- common Hellondian viewpoint on castles and
fortresses

The Hellondians have a relatively cordial
relationship with the Elves of Ravenwood, even
though the elves rarely let humans roam into their
lands. The two races actively trade, but the elves
are always cautious about who ends up with the
goods. Whilst elves are open and welcoming,
Hellonde tends to be as ruthless and cunning as
the empire. The majority of the elves lean toward
trading with Hadun and the Sifjar people of
western Alondium.

The City of Eorborth, the White: At the edge of
the Forest Nav-Alfar and the coastline of the
Eorborth’s straights, sprawls the city of Eorborth
the White, capital of Hellonde. Early human
refugees took to the land and ruins offered by the
elves and created a gleaming city of white stone.
The mines in the foothills, just north of the walls,
yield vast amounts of white quartz, and the
coastline is covered in small white rocks.
The Sword Saints formed in the earlier elven
ruins. They restored a pagoda on the eastern side
of the city as their training dojo. The Saint’s
discipline carried throughout the city and today
stands as an example as the most disciplined, lawabiding settlement in the Empire. There are no
taverns, brothels, or drinking allowed within the
city’s domain.
The Five Noble Houses of Eorborth:
The city of Eorborth is home to the greatest
concentration of power in Hellonde. The five
great houses of Hellonde. These houses control
most of the economy, military, and political
power of Hellonde. They are not without
ambition, and because of this, House Baratré has
fallen from grace.
House Constone: Retains their royal influence as
once being a long-standing Elector in the capital.
Its family is well-known for being a political
powerhouse and consistently proves to be a

speaker of the people, for the people, and by the
people.
House Taydell: Maintains its power in the form
of money, being an extravagant house that
dedicates its life and history to high-class living,
business, and control of not just the cities trade
but its resources and mining operations. They
strive to create a city with work opportunities and
better working conditions but disagree with House
Estbrook.
House Estbrook: Sustain themselves as a lesser
family but commonly hold more substantial sway
over the people there as they are a segregated
branch of House Constone.
House Armcoll: The weapons and arms of the
city, being known for their war-rich history, their
family legacy stretches back to notable warriors,
commanders, and leading generals. Armcoll now
maintains the cities defense, weapons, armory
alongside its blacksmiths and foundries.
House Baratré: The imprisoned house was
discovered working alongside members of the
Assembly of Twelve to construct a naval fleet in
secret from the rest of the Edan Confederacy. The
current reasons have not been uncovered, but vile
ambitions have been whispered. The House of
Baratré has been stripped of all its privileges and
wealth; its family imprisoned until further notice.
The Noble House of Drakos: The single noble
family belongs to the Drakos bloodline, Andrea’s
family. They are the only noble house lead by a
Sword Saint, Domitius Agracious Drakos.
The City of Freiburg: Located neatly along the
banks of the Helondian River between Eorborth
and Eirduin, an elven city to the northeast, is the
humble city of Freiburg.

Freiburg has built several bell towers where
guards are stationed in cycling shifts every hour
of the day. When an incident occurs, the bells are
rung, and sadly, the bells tend never to stop.
Adventurers, mercenaries, and more are
frequently called upon due to the rise of the
goblin, netherling, and pirate raids along the
coastline that comes in from the eastern sea. Even
the Hellondian Hoplites have struggled in recent
years, with the chaos of attacks growing more
frequent. The city has called for aid time and time
again, but not many want to remain long in a town
that is ripe with vile pollution and little land of
worthwhile green to settle, eat, and sleep upon.
City of Freeport: Freeport has had a long and
complex history, and for a city of its location,
prime and perfect, it is no wonder that Freeport
was once part of the Orien Empire when it was at
its vastest extent, only to then, with time, slowly
be approached and then incorporated into
Hellonde for a large part of its history.
The Providence of Bacot: Bacot is a gorgeous
rural town with vast farming fields and dirt roads,
renowned for its agriculture and farming
communities. Simple buildings dot the landscape
with curved roof edges believed to ward off evil
spirits.

gorges, the duergar, dusk elves, goblinoids, and
gremlins make

Kin’Brundin, the
Kingdom Beneath
Capital: Ma’hark’s Deep
Notable Settlements: Mahark’s Deep, Gashagr,
and Audkeddotur’s Delve
Ruler: Goblin King Thikas
Government: Tyrannical
Languages: Dwarven (Duergar), Elven (Dusk),
Goblin (Low-tongue), Goblin (High-tongue)
Religion: Addon, Elegon and Ishrah
Races: the Netherlings – Pale Dwarves, Dusk
Elves, Goblins, Hobgoblins, and Gremlins
“Whispers in the dark. Mother checks the locks.
For tonight, the Neatherling stalk the night.”
—Dwarven nursery rhyme
Kin’Brundin, the Kingdom Beneath: In the
realm of lightless tunnels, vast caverns, and deep

their home. Kin’Brundin, the Kingdom beneath, is
rumored to cover several caverns larger then the
tallest mountain range. The outskirts of the great
kingdom are littered with crumbling towers,
broken walls, and scores of old skeletons.
Besieged battlements break up areas of fallen
stalactites. After the vast caverns, great walls of
dark stone rise with gleaming gates of
adamantine. Hidden eyes scour for prey at the
entrance to the dark kingdom.
At the end of the 2nd age, Dwarves warred with
the deep dwarves called the Duergar. Most
Dwarves retreated to the mountains and citadels
above the surface while their cousins sunk deeper
into the darkness below. The fanatical duergar
believe they are the true dwarves and hate those of
their race that lost their way. Duergar mining and
smiting from their toiling in the dark became
unartistic and straightforward.
“This was once a mighty underground Dwarven
kingdom in the west, Bil’Nuli, sister city to
Dun’Bilnu. After ‘The Wars of the Underearth,’

the dwarven race was forever shattered. The
surface dwarves retreated, sealing and collapsing
tunnels behind them. During the wars, the
duergar forged alliances with other creatures of
the deep dark. Those alliances remade the deep
darkness into an underground landscape the
surface dwarves would never recognize.
Many surface areas of the sealed ingresses look
otherworldly to the eyes of the surface dwarves.
Rocky outcropping, perfect for ambushes or
beastly attacks, makes the surface areas harsh
and travel slow. Bandits or creatures far worse
call this desolation home, though none know or
remember the way below.
There are only ruins of watch towers dotting the
landscape. Many buildings that were designed to
keep a vigilant watch over Kin’Brundin have been
abandoned by the Dwarven watchers, citing the
area to be a ‘land of death.’”
—excerpt from the forgotten tome, ‘The Sister
Kingdom, Lost’
Ma’hark’s Deep, capital of Kin’Brundin:
Sealed away from the surface and warded,
Ma’hark’s Deep is the netherlings’ thriving
capital. Hordes of goblinoids took over the lost
capital after the ‘Wars of the Unearth.’ The wartorn duergar were severely weakened and couldn’t
win a second war against the goblinoids, so they
retreated. As they gathered their numbers, they
made pacts with the dusk elves and dark naga and
then turned to the gods Addon, Elegon, and
Ishrah. They prayed for deliverance and victory.
Addon giggled at the chaos they created, then
showed them absolute chaos and sent earthquakes
throughout the under realm. Caverns collapsed,
lava poured through old tunnels, and demons
stalked the dark through the rumblings. The avatar
of Eledon showed the duergar secret ways in the

labyrinths of old while Ishrah poured darkness
and hatred for sunlight into their hearts.
Centuries after the Wars of the Underearth,
Duergar forces and their allies stormed the old
dwarven capital. Goblin, Hobgoblins, and Ogres
battled them for the city. The gods watched the
mortal creatures slay each other using arcane
might and hardened steel. Eledon and Ishrah
watched the duergar’s forces victories with glee,
enjoying the prayers of their newest followers.
Addon, though, hated the duergar’s lawful and
orderly attacks. The goblinoid's chaotic nature
was far more entertaining. Addon reached into the
depths of the earth and pulled free a black scepter
from ancient buried ruins. The black scepter was
intricately gothic and riddled with wiggling runes.
Addon then appeared in front of a lone dying
goblin and gifted the scepter. “Win for me,”
whispered Addon, then faded away. Gripping the
scepter, the goblin healed rapidly. A greenish
flame topped the scepter, and the goblin spoke the
scepter’s name, Cai’tori.
The goblinoids claimed victory in the end, led by
the goblin Ma’hark and his unholy scepter. Over
time, the goblinoids allowed the other races into
their city but only after swearing allegiance to the
Goblin King, tyrant of the newly renamed
Ma’hark’s Deep.
Gashagr, the Gladiator’s Pit: Not all the duergar
felt the need to reclaim the old city, instead
striking out on their own to find a new places to
live. A few duergar clans discovered a deep
aquifer lake with fresh water. Old squat buildings
of an unknown race covered the inner walls
bordering the lake and in the direct center of the
village was a great pit littered with bones. Drawn
to the pit, the duergar clan Greyrock started the
gladiator fights with some of the slaves they had
obtained in the ‘Wars of the Unearth’. The other
clans were soon drawn tot he pit as well and
joined in on the “fun”. Ever since, the pit of

Gashagr has drawn in those with a penchant for
combat for leagues around. The current
champions of the vicious gladiatorial pit are a pair
of brutal Minotaur brothers, Belgol and Ghounde,
known to feast on their kills.
Audkeddotr’s Delve: In the depths of the dark,
there are many former vaults of the Duergar;
Audkeddotur’s Delve is no exception. Initially, a
giant dwarven mining vault, rich in iron and
silver, Audkeddotur’s Delve has been expanded to
great depths by the dusk elves who live there now,
and their slaves. The city built in the vault’s shell
is ruled by the dusk elves Prince, Krende Dylo.
He is known as the defender of the vault and
wants to claim Ma’hark’s Deep as his own. Lord
Dylo is supported by his family’s dusk elf
Arcanis, Ninli Veslyr. Underground rivers,
streams, pools, and lakes are found throughout the
mines surrounding the vault and farther afield
smaller subterranean vaults dot the landscape. It is
here that the highest concentration of Dark Naga
dwell. It is there that rumors spread, that despite
what lurks in those smaller vaults, some of the
most beautiful sights can be found. Walls bathed
with fungi luminesce, wild gems of various
minerals, even vegetation is rumored to be
growing in the Dark Naga lairs.

Londe, the Kingdom of
the Ravenwood Forest

Capital: Ersfalls
Notable Settlements: Taureska, Orod Nost, Caer
Gorminor, Eirduin, and Liante
Ruler: King Minarfean with an advisory council
called Tar’noldo
Government: Monarchy and Council
Languages: Elven (Frost), Human (Bronnish),
Dwarven (Ice), and Orcish (Ritzag)
Religion: Arien, and Adraithi
Races: Elf 80% Human 7%, Half-Elf 3%, Dwarf
5%, River folks 3%, and Orc 2%
“Surely a capital like this would be something
only the Gods could bestow . . . the longest living

city of Mythis . . . a part of me cannot
comprehend.”
—The first-ever human to set eyes on Ersfalls
The Elven Kingdoms are the oldest continually
inhabited regions in Mythis, yet elves will tell you
they were not the first. Ruins older than the oldest
tree can be found throughout Ravenwood forest,
sometimes called the Black Forest because of its
thick canopies. Whispers of elder things
hibernating in the ancient verdant stone vault keep
the less experienced foresters traveling on the
main trails and Elven roads. Elven ways of nature
have nurtured the forest since time immemorial.

The immensity of the trees, large protruding roots,
rich greens, and dark browns seem to hold pearls
of ancient wisdom in their immortal and
unchanging boughs. In the far north giant conifers
reside, cloaked in beautiful white snow, and while
the snowfall may not occur all year round but is
relatively common and unpredictable.
Elven magic plays a vital role in their society. It is
the foundation for their culture and lifestyle.
Moving through time with ease compared to the
other races of Mythis, many non-elves try to
imitate their creations. Inevitably, due to the
secret nature of the elven magic of the
Ravenwood, they either fall prey to the magic or
corrupt it with a dark heart.
Ersalls, Capital of Londe: The city sprawls at
the fork of a great river called Curanwe, named
after a prince who perished in the first age. The
base of the great waterfall is called ‘Hith
Hiraetha,’ meaning Misty Sorrows. The rivers
were named the Finduilye and Mithelye, the twin
sisters from Londe, who perished in the
‘Campaign for the Fallen.’
The Capital is considered one of the most glorious
cities in Aldonium, displaying a multitude of
varying architecture that feels like it was weaved
into the world around it. Parts of the city are
carved into the rocks and caverns surrounding the
falls. Other sections have living trees coaxed into
creating bridges with secret paths connecting the
entire city.
King Minarfean rules over Ravenwood forest
justly. He utilizes an advisory council called
“Tar’noldo,” or the Council of Twelve consisting
of mages, scholars, nobles, and the Grand Master
of the Orsta Seorsa. Some believe the Orsta
Seorsa are their separate entity in the political
arena.
The Orsta Seorsa: The Elven Monastic Order
charged with defending the natural world. There

have been occasions where they have chosen
nature over the lives of their fellow elves.
Though, none can deny that these few problems of
pridefulness have not been their downfall as the
Orsta Seorsa has proven to consist of the noblest,
resourceful, and wisest of elves.
Taureska: The Elven city of Taureska sits on a
high plateau within a box canyon on the forested
mountain of Rayeneh, at the western edge of the
kingdom. It is accessible by a single pass, and
springs form many pools and streams on the
canyon floor. The city blends the environment and
the buildings into the surrounding landscape.
Some are constructed of stone matching the
surrounding canyon walls and mountainside,
while others are formed symbiotically with living
trees. It is governed by a ruling noble family who
acts as the Ar’quena and is protected by an
ancient mage and a contingent of knights and
warriors, collectively known as the Gon Ar’ Elin.
Minas En’Nomin: The seminary of Arcanis,
whose name loosely translates into the human
tongue as ‘Tower of Wisdom.’ The Towers are
crafted using living trees and are home to
approximately two hundred mages and academics.
It is here that all races will put aside their
differences and see one another as equals. They
work together to focus on the fundamental
purpose to understanding the mystery of magic
and worship of the Gods.
Orod Nost: Built on the side of Gol-Nostiel
Mountain, approachable through a narrow, steepwalled canyon pass clings Orod Nost, the city of
Foundries. Despite the location, the best elven
armor, weapons, and jewelry are made here.
This city is also governed by an Ar-quena and a
small council consisting of three elected wealthy
merchants and the commander of the Osta

En’Gon (defenders of Orod Nost) and the High
Priest of Ardaik, Lord of the Woodlands.
Fortress City of Caer Gorminor: The fortress
city is located on the northern edge of
Ravenwood, just past the southern border of
Kin’Brundin. The city was constructed
symbiotically among the living trees and contains
a fortress called Yeste’ Osta, made of firm,
magically enchanted rock and stone on the forest
floor.
Adrathi Rangers originate from this temple, and a
contingent, along with the Orsta Seorsa, provides
the defense of this region. The Adraithi Rangers
are charged with protecting Caer Gorminor, the
Ravenwood, and Londe, by scouting the wilds and
watching for any threats to the elven kingdom's
forests and the natural world.
The city is governed locally by a ‘Council of
Five,’ consisting of the town ‘Cora’ or chancellor,
the High Priestess of Adraithi, Grand Prior of the
Precept, the Taurn Kano, High Commander of the
Rangers, and a leader of one of five noble houses,
currently Lady Kali of the Forest.
Yaana En’ Ifara – Temple to Adraithi,
Goddess of the Hunt: Yaana En’ Ifara is the
home of Adrathi Rangers, founded and charged
from this temple. The temple itself is relatively
diminutive in stature. The temple’s purpose isn’t
served as some form of elven masterpiece but is
instead kept at a more moderate level. He was
acting as more of a small temple for garrison
work.
Eirduin: Located east of Hellonde, at the mouth
of the Herodar River and the Eastern Ocean, sat
the harbor of ‘Alu Ando’ meaning ‘Water Gate.’
This natural, semi-circular harbor is almost

entirely enclosed by the natural cliff face and two
colossal stone statues facing outward. While not
much is known about the architecture and work
behind the statues, it is known that magical
enchantments coat it from head to toe, leaving an
unbreakable seal that keeps the statue from
deteriorating. The sculptures are of the Elven
Lords Glorfineth and his son Lorfineth, the
greatest heroes of Londe.
Eirduin is home to a College of Natural Science
and History called “Hira Rangwarda” and many
temples to most of the Gods. There are also many
taverns, inns, storehouses, shops, and crafting
halls. For a place of its size, especially for elves, it
is only expected that it has a thriving yet
disturbingly orderly central hub.
Liante: This city straddles the Minvaiwa River at
the easternmost border of Londe, with multiple
bridges connecting the two sides. North of the
city, there is an island in the center of the river
that contains the Tower Fortress Minas Antha
known as the Watchful Tower. Minas Antha
serves as an overlook for potential threats to the
north. There is a matching tower on an island to
the south of the city called Minas Ohte, the
Warding Tower. Both towers are within living
trees and contain hidden defenses. The city is built
on the forest floor out of rock, wood, and stone;
the remainder of Liante is woven into the
towering, living trees, sharing their home along
the river together.
The city is protected by arcane warding stones,
the Liante Taur’ohtar or Spider Hunters, and the
town garrison due to the proximity of the northern
mountains and the threats from the realm beyond.
A company of Adrathi Rangers and powerful
Arcanis known as the “Cam Templa” are also
garrisoned here.

The city is governed by a consortium of
matriarchal merchants, led by Fynlewyn. They
work closely with the school of ancient history,
“Hira Yaarolin,” housed in Liante. It holds a
treasure trove of forgotten accounts of Mythis not
found anywhere else in the world.

Orien, the Empire
of Coins

An Empire of gold, an Empire of swords, an Empire of
power . . . and behind it all, rests an ambition unlike any
other, and yet, humans have proven they can learn from

Capital: City of Ilstow
Notable Settlements: Ilstow, Narazir, Seford,
Rhoport, Calah, and Zahela
Ruler: The Emperor, Vasilios VIII
Government: Fiefdom
Languages: Human, Edan
Religion: Barie, Azar
Races: Human 75%, Elf 15%, Half-Elf 5%, Dwarf
5%, River folks 3%, and Orc 2%

Orien – The Empire of Coins: The Orien
Empire formed after the War of the Edan Lords
and, with this victory, absorbed the Kingdoms of
Hellonde and Athol. Orien thrived for many years
due to its trade control and the powerful naval
fleets that protected it. The Emperor, Vasilios
VIII, rules with a stern but mostly fair hand along
with his wife, Empress Calista. He is devout and
trusts the opinion of High Priest Basil IX of the
Church of Bariel along with Grand Master Darius
of the Commandry and Empyrean Regent Corban.

their mistakes.” —Keteridge Brightblade, Cleric of

Azar

Although, over the past 400 years, the Empire has
been declining. The decline began with Hellonde
and Athol breaking away from the Empire but
remaining in the Edan Confederacy, an economic
and military defense pact among the kingdoms.
Orien isn’t quite an empire any longer but does
still control the trade routes on the Empyrean Sea.
City of Ilstow, the Capital: Most commonly
referred to as the ‘City of Intrigue.’ It is the
largest city located on a massive island (Orien) in
the center of the Empyrean Sea, with a population
of over 256,000. Ilstow sits on the southwest side
of the Island of Orien, named for the 2nd son of
Helios, who first discovered, settled, and explored
the island. The massive harbor sits on either side
of a narrow straight that not only separates Ilstow
from the smaller fortress island of Lygos to the
west but contains an etched bronze statue of Azar,
God of the Sea, towering a mighty seventy feet
above the surface of the world.
It has many advancements such as giant aqueducts
that bring fresh water into the city, bathhouses
with running water, and indoor
bathrooms/plumbing that flows to an extensive
sewage system.
The City of Narazir: The port city is the sister
city to Ilstow and includes both the Empyrean
Shipyards and the Naval Academy (“Paellego
Navigandum”). The Naval Academy is highly
vital to the continued success of the Orien Empire.
The fleet keeps the trade routes open; the ports
secure and allows for rapid deployment of
Empyrean Troops where they are needed. In
addition to training the officer corps and sailors,
the Naval Academy teaches Empyrean Marines
and includes a permanent contingent totaling
3,000 men.
Narazir is governed by a Patrikios (patrician or
governor). A council made up of the commander

of the precept of the Order of Bariel, the “Megas
doux” or Lord High Admiral of the fleet, and
three nobles from the 20 noble houses serving as
appointed ministers; Minister of Coin (budget and
taxes), Minister of the City (food and well-being
of populace), Minister of Trade (port and
imports). There is also a council of guilds made
up of wealthy merchants and local guildmasters
that report to the Minister of Trade.
The Fortress City of Seford: This city is located
on the northern side of Orien and is connected to
Chalcaea Island by a large stone bridge with
ocean creatures and great waves intricately carved
throughout the great span.
The fortress city sits upon a craggy outcrop, only
accessible by a single road. The city has numerous
watchtowers; armed with catapults and ballistae
spaced evenly along the thick gray stone walls,
giving the city a great tentacle beast rising out of
the walls. The fortress city is home to the
Empyrean Military Academy called the “Militum
Collegium.” The Empyrean Army is trained and
garrisoned here.
A triumvirate governs the city made up of
Patrikias, Dacia—the sister of Emperor Vasilios
VIII; Lady of the island castle, a cleric of Bariel,
his Holiness, Gauwis Dene, and the Minister of
Affairs, Egan Hulmdeit.
The City of Rhoport is built on three large hills
cut by two river gorges, the Rustov and Bachi.
The rivers empty into a natural harbor that had
been carved by the retreating glaciers a millennia
ago. The east to west coastal road connects
Narazir and eventually the Kingdom of Hellonde
in the east and then continues to the “Mystical”
city of Caleh of the far west. The “North Road” or
the “Trade Road” meanders northward through
small villages, caravan stops, and an occasional
fort or tower up to the borders of the Elven
Kingdom of Londe. The road turns slightly to the

west and continues northward to the Ice Crown
Mountains and the Dwarven cities. Rhoport,
though an Empyrean City, has become a
“smugglers city” for some time now.

filled with cave systems engorged with ore and
significant mineral deposits, and the grassland of
the east, a place of fertile soil, suitable for
precious farming.

A Patrikios—Delios II rules the city, but the real
power lies in merchant smugglers heavily
involved in illicit trading. The ruling elite created
and operate and protect the smuggling operation
with the help of some of the nobles and landed
knights.

The elderly Lord Demril, Knight of the Order of
Farnigil, rules the city. He leans heavily on a
council of twelve for financial and regular duties
while he practices swordplay and horseback
riding. He often talks about his youthful glories
and sometimes forgets he is supposed to rule.

Merchant guilds, thieves, relic guilds, and secret
orders all have a presence in the city. In addition
to “legal” occupations, many relic hunters, guides,
bards, and rogues call this northern port home.
Rhoport has the most prominent black market
north of the Great Crossroads of Gadun; anything
and everything is available here for the right price.

Much like The Great Crossroads, far to the
southwest, it is the city’s accessibility to other
trade networks’, that makes it a vibrant and crosscultural home for opportunity. This port city’s
harbor faces the cities of the Orien Empire to the
north while in the west, and south is the great
river system of the Corvos along which all
manner of goods travel under Elvish and
Riverfolk control. The Great Trade Road calls this
place its starting point, forking west into the Orc
lands, south to the great Crossroads and east to the
Elven Riverlands.

The City of Calah: Calah is located on the
southwest coast of Alondium, north of the “Steps
of Banem.” It is known as “The Mystical City”
due to numerous legends and lore of the region
that goes back to the War of The Celestial Lords
and the War of the Broken Blades. The Orien
Empire has tried to suppress the records and
information surrounding this period, and the
Church of Bariel has forbidden Relic Hunting,
Magic, and Magical Items.
A by-the-book patriot, Nixos III, holds the current
Regional Governor’s office. The 5th Empyrean
Vanguard maintains the city's defense with
contingents of the 6th Empyrean Vanguard,
Empyrean Soldiers, and Knights from the Order
of Farnigil.
The City of Zahela: The Tourney city is
beautiful and blessed with breathtaking ocean
views and gorgeous homes on the southern side of
the Orien Empire. The city is south of the western
archipelago and is seated at a point between the
ocean, ripe with fish and opportunity, the desert,

The city is small in terms of actual permanent
population; many of who live there without
commonly traveling elsewhere due to business
reside in a dense urban district known for being an
incredible mix of architecture. With the vast blend
of races living there, even beyond humans, orcs,
elves, and dwarves, it is indeed common that the
mix of housing and intermixing architectural
designs makes for a bizarre but exciting
population center.
The bulk of the population are seasonal traders,
the guild houses and taverns are where most
citizens call home. The city is divided into
districts whose stalls, shops, and tents cater to
everything from food and drink to herbs and
spices, weapons and armor, clothes, slaves, books,
exotic beasts, and everything in-between.

The Exchange
“You’ve heard of the golden rule, haven’t you?
Whoever has the gold makes the rules.”
--- Elderly prisoner to an inmate
The Exchange is one of the most notably known,
widely used banks in all of Mythis. With so many
various races, cultures, and currencies, even
beyond just the use of gold, it had made trade and
money difficult. The Exchange is a massive bank
with towering marble pillars and floors of scaled
silver. It handles any disputes, businesses, loans,
debts, and crises’ for all kingdoms, empires, clans,
and more.
The Golden Pot
For all its wealth and goodness in the world of
Mythis, Zahela has one fundamental problem –
gold. It is frowned upon to talk of such things;
many prefer outsiders don’t dare come and
meddle in the affairs which has caused much
suffering.
The Dragon Spine Mountains among the north
near Zahela have been found to contain incredible
yields of gold. It was mined and mined until the
city's roads were laid in gold, knife and fork at the
commoner’s dinner table were gold. So much, the
badges children were given at school were solid
gold until The Exchange realized no one wanted
gold anymore.
This vast, multicultural, independent city, free of
the Orien Empire and bound only to themselves,
found that, with its open market, free trade, and
willingness to those who come with an idea, the
scrounge for the heaps of soon enough useless
gold crashed their market. The greed of the gold
rush caused its internal downfall, its people stuck
in a city where gold means nothing. Famine is
widespread, money is useless, and rioting has
taken to the streets as inflation skyrocketed.

Gold destroyed Zahela, but not the economy.
Several measures have been put in place, the most
vital one being to change the use of the dominant
currency in the region, but it has threatened the
removal of much of their wealth, causing an
immediate bankruptcy of which no one is willing
to suffer. For the time being, gold is shipped
elsewhere as heavily as possible, sadly. With gold
being printed as quickly as the grass grown on the
lawns, other nations aren’t as accepting of the
gold unless the price is low – too cheap – cheap
enough that the people of Zahela couldn’t even
buy bread with the gold of another nation which
benefits.
The Great Tourney
Zahela has struggled to continue the Great
Tourney. Sabotage and lack of support from the
nobles have weakened Zahela’s standing in the
Empire’s eyes. There have been rumors of Zahela
losing Tourney city status and being replaced with
Rimadon.

Gaul Na’dur – The
Wildlands of
Onkmet
Age – Unknown
Approx Size- 1,600 Miles x 640 Miles
Dominant Race – Orc
Gaul Na’dur, a land across the furthest western
reaches of Alondium, covering the entirety of the
coastline and into the ground, crosses over into
the Kingdom of Bilnulbuz and the Orien Empire’s
hold over the Sifjar. No border conflicts have ever
occurred, and the orcs here are friendly to those
familiar to them.
The civilization here, whilst only maintaining two
vital grounds, choose a nomadic lifestyle. The
population traveling from one place to place
generally moves up and down the coast depending
on the time of year, among other environmental
and circumstantial factors they have to battle.
With all the moving around, only the two
settlements of Luga and Gashak have any
permanent structures. Otherwise, each tribe makes
camp in an often empty landscape at various times
of the year. The constant forage in search of
game, freshwater, and edible plants allow them to
flourish the way that they do.
Nomadic travels are an essential part of life, and
the hunter-gatherer lifestyle the orcs follow tend
to result in following the animals they hunt. The
nomad lifestyle dictates that the large population
surplus all care for themselves as an individual
first, knowing how to live off the land, build
shelter, hone skills, and, all passed on and learned
in a society where trade is everything. With
knowledge passed down through the family and
given roles based upon the individual, the young
benefit most.

The nomadic lifestyle benefits the creatures
among the region they travel in, as after scouring
one area, they may move on to the next so that
they can balance the land and nature itself. Due to
the religious and spiritual ideals of the orcs tribes,
large bustling cities are not suitable enough for
consistent settlement and would most likely end in

a fight for survival for resources or spreading out
and causing issues for the other nearby peoples.

duties include foraging the land, gathering food,
herbs, and potential medicines among materials.

With no settled home, the process of moving one's
home is a constant search to obtain food,
discovering pasture for livestock, or simply just
making a living off the land and living with it.
The orcs here mostly live-in portable shelters,
taking to tents above all else.

Onkmet Sheperds follow the orcs' duty, regardless
of who or what they are, and tend to a group of
cattle-like animals. Their job is vital as the
animals they herd, shepherd, and move with the
land to graze the vegetation-rich grounds must
move with the seasons to survive from one season
to the next persistently. As animals eat all of the
available food in a particular area, sheperds must
move their herds to new pastures so that
exhausted fields can recover and grow fresh food
for the Onkmet people.

The orcs here endure successfully in situations,
environments, and social circumstances that most
other people across Mythis wouldn’t want to live.
Sometimes even other orcs across Mythis stare in
confusion when they hear of the orcs who scour
the territory of Gaul Na’dur. The orcs think about
the areas around them, their people, and outsiders
in ways that have become important for successful
economic development and the progression of
their civilization.
Onkmet Nomadic Roles
Among the Onkmet community, there are five
primary types of nomads among their migration
patterns. More than not, adventurers and travelers
will have to partake in one migration to be seen as
trustworthy to the clan. As such, they have to take
on one of the roles they see as crucial.
Onkmet Hunters are at the prime forefront of
hunting animals for food, medicine, and furs.
Stronger, faster, more adept orcs are given the
choice of this role and rise through the ranks by
this duty. However, Hunters are exclusive to when
a group of nomadic orcs travel through Gaul
Na’dur and are not a vanguard or division of any
Onkmet army or garrison. However, they can be
called upon for their skills in a time of crisis.
Hunters are usually male, though to a lesser
degree, females may also be Hunters.
Onkmet Gatherers is given chiefly to children and
female orcs, though males can participate. Their

Onkmet Tinkerers are a group, fewer in numbers
than the other roles, who specialize as engineers,
educators, teachers, and builders of the nomadic
tribes. Despite their smaller number, it doesn’t
lessen the importance they have in keeping their
society afloat.
Onkmet Traders are the orcs who engage with
other merchants. They travel far, visit various
cities, gather knowledge of different cultures, and
pass on their knowledge and wares to collect new
items, technology, and teachings that could
progress their society.
Famous (and infamous) Orc Heroes from the
lands of Gaul Na’dur
Among the Onkmet, tales, stories, and poems are
incredibly widespread, being staples of their
society.
Murzol, the Drifter
An oddball among the rest, Murzol is a fictional
hero known to have a tale from which lessons of
‘belonging’ are questioned. Murzol never quite
felt at home with his tribe, and when asked, his
people didn’t feel comfortable with him. He
understood the life they lived and why they do
what they do, but he wanted to go and branch out

and explore the world. A poem was dedicated to
his tale.
There once was an orc
Who was not very tall
And stood toe-to-toe
With the largest of dwarves
The home was never right
He wanted to take flight
For home was never there
Nor in his heart
Or his ardor
The poem recounts a quick tale of an orc who
sought his passion elsewhere, the lesson of his
story being openly accepted to spread the message
that no orc will ever need to feel chained down to
the life they live. As the world is so much larger
than they are and willing encourage that people
branch out and spread the tales of the Onkmet
people.
Suhgan the MaundererStrong, powerful, and
brutal, Suhgan is well-known for having been an
influential shaman who ruled their lands several
generations ago. He was an orc with a bloodthirst,
having been lost at sea as a baby, the people of the
western archipelago took him up. He is known to
have been an active fighter, using the
overwhelming shaman powers he had resting in
his blood to become an infamous Warlord. A
mighty Orc grew up in a different world, a world
where he knew violence, hate, and discrimination,
and yet, he was nowhere he was truly home. Even
those who took him in were soon in problems due
to being associated with him. He left, fearing that
the people he loved would be hurt or worse. He
traveled, going north and walking through Calah
after the rebellion had already taken place. Once
he had passed through, he crossed the cities of the
Sifjar, roamed the political wilds of Hadun, drank
alongside the open dwarves of Bilnulbuz before at
last meeting his people at Luga. He was taken in
and rose to the top, for his past dictated him into a

killer. Suhgan quickly took control of power, his
magical might, and for some time led his power as
if they were raiders. Seeking out the destruction of
the Orien Empire’s trade routes, causing them
issues, and even causing serpent migration
patterns to delve into the western archipelago.
When all was done, no one could ever honestly
say if he ever succeeded in bringing justice
through his ways of violence. Once he had passed,
no one carried on his lessons, only his militarist
mindset that allowed for a preeminent foundation
for the Onkmet in the situation that the need ever
arose to fight.
Welub the Rambler and Zunuguk the Roamer
The twins looked exactly alike, so close that the
two became a comedic duo to the people of
Onkmet. Among their nomadic travels north to
Luga and back south to Gashak, they changed
their focus of being Onkmet tinkerers and became
traders, branching out into the world. Bit by bit,
they conducted themselves with shows, becoming
stage performers. They were the best in
Alondium, treasured and protected, loved for the
incredible drama acts they performed with only
themselves. The twins, however, have grown old,
and recently Welub the Rambler had passed away,
his stage name and action lost to the memories of
those who are fond of him. Zunuguk the Roamer
remains and continues to roam, apparently having
moved south to explore lands he had never
explored. Alondium was his home; now, Gadun
was his focus.
Hugmug the Vagabond
Hugmug was a deformed orc, unwanted at birth
due to his defects in the brain. There was very
little wrong with him physically, except that he
was seen as a monster even to orcs. Tall, broad,
bulging, and bustling with mismatched muscles
and popped veins, the shadowed orc was indeed a
beast compared to even the largest of orcs. His
mind, sadly, was stuck with that of a child. Cast
aside, he took off on his own, traveling the land,

and has long since been missing. Camps can be
found across Alondium with makeshift toys made
from splintered wood, carved rocks, hair, flesh,
and rotten food and animal organs. Some say this
is still Hugmug, confused and lost, unsure of what
he is doing or why. A string of murders have been
across the north Alondium mountains and keep
moving north. Dwarves tend to be a common
target for Hugmug, and adventurers from far and
wide have been asked to capture him, dead or
alive. Regardless, it keeps moving north, and
recently among the freezing, north Alondium
coasts, there have been signs someone has been
building a boat but never stays around long
enough. Some say he has already left, moved
north to the bitter arctic. Many want justice and
revenge as children, women, men, and pets have
been taken and slaughtered for their child-like
minds. Some wonder if he still has people alive
with him, as there aren’t always signs he has
killed them. One adventurer realized that the same
ginger hair was found at several different
locations, and many wonder whether or not this
belongs to a child kidnapped from Cuhor.
Fleet of the Damned
Not all people are perfect, and the Onkmet people
are the same. These people are rejects, social
outcasts, the unwanted. The Fleet of the Damned
is, at this time from the knowledge of the Onkmet
shaman leaders, only made up of five people. It’s
not often that the Onkmet reject their people; the
five aboard this ship are the exceptions out of
thousands.
Oagungad the Wayfarer is the supposed Captain,
rejected for being too ambitious, was pushed out
after repeatedly going against the shamans' laws’.
Overhunting along their coastline, starting his
own trade company, and willingly inviting in
Orien poachers’ to drain their land dry for money.
He failed, lost his fortune, and was cast out or
risked death. Since he has become a dangerous
pirate but known to be sparing those who haven’t

caused harm to him or his crew, he offers a
choice, and if you dare come twice after he let you
go once, adventurers will despite the fate he gives
them, one worse than death.
Azhug the Strangler is an orc known for using his
magical strengths to strangle people. He gets quite
the kick out of it and is incredibly dangerous and
unstable. He caused a string of quick and easy
murders, sometimes in plain sight, causing
standoffs of unknown proportions to the local
guards and shamans of Onkmet. Though, he was
never caught. When he finally was, it was for
strangling his sister, for which his parents cast
him out with the help of the people.
Spathu the Dawdler received his name not
because he tended to mind his own business but
because he had a sick love for animals. He was a
shepherd, tended to be relatively slow, his animals
often falling ill and dying. He traveled the plains,
stole from others, and was found to have a
disturbing affection for the cattle he herded. When
it was discovered, he was intentionally using the
animals as his scientific projects in the name of
biology, and he was denounced and cast out. He
lives his life on the fleet till the end of his days.
Urg the Lingerer was already a pirate with his
crew, found washed up upon the frozen shores of
a distant, unmapped island. The fleet found him
and discovered an older man who was once like
them, attacked and lost his crew to a male serpent
of immense size, said to be silver in color. That
was many, many years ago, and now, he works on
the same ship as the rest, hoping to one day exact
his revenge.
Auhgan the Sojourner, a magic-less, worthless,
pointless half-breed. A female orc, taken and used
by humans. Killed and strewn after the baby was
born and tossed aside into the wilds of the
swamps of Kisho. Grew up to realize his mother
was still alive, the stories he was told were all

wrong, and that she was an outcast herself that fell
in love with a Sifjar man and had a beautiful
family together. For what reason was he thrown
out and left to die? His power. As a baby, he
radiated an incredible surge of magical prowess,
and after being taken in by dwarf traders, grew up,
learned, trained, and went back to exact revenge.
He went the wrong way, found himself in Luga,
was quickly cast out into going into a rage, and
was found adrift atop the back of a caring, female
serpent, who flung him to the crew of the damned
ships.
For Adventurers, the crew is a challenge, a way
for which to gain money, experience, and fame.
However, it is no easy task, as they are mighty,
but the actual unknown size of the crew causes
issues.
“Why do you think we call them the ‘Fleet’ of the
damned? We don’t know just how many ships
there are . . . ” - Onkmet fisherman to a group of
mercenaries who assumed the job was going to be
easy. All came back alive but refused ever to go
back out again, nor could they speak the tales of
what occurred.

Serpens. Some of the few magical duelers of the
Onkmet can summon upon a spirit of the serpents
they control long after their deaths the Summoner
typically outlives them.
However, snakes have been associated with some
of the oldest rituals known to humanity and
represent a double-sided expression of good and
evil, which for the Onkmet, defines the lives they
live.
The migration patterns of the serpents tend to
have children and newborns taken to the western
archipelago to be raised and then taken north once
they grow. The seas among the Gaul Na’dur are
commonly known to have fully grown male and
female serpents, though they do not cause as
many issues as some would be led to believe. It is
the children, ambitious and hungry, who have the
innate desire to feed. Even with easy prey, the
greater serpents do not tend to take it here because
a single person to a fully grown serpent is like a
cookie instead of a dinner. Serpents among the sea
here hunt something else, though it is unknown
what that is.
Monsters of Gaul Na’dur

The Serpents of Gaul Na’dur
Historically, serpents and snakes represent
fertility, and to the people of Onkmet, a creative
life force. Snakes in nature shed their skin through
sloughing. Thus, they are symbols of rebirth,
transformation, immortality, and healing, four
significant components of Onkmet society, life,
religion, belief, and magical basis. The mystical
Silver Serpent symbolizes eternity and the
continual renewal of life for those who meet it.
Serpents being a widespread mythological
symbol, the serpent is just another common sight
for the people who live among the western
archipelago and the north-western seas and
beyond. Those who learn the power to connect,
understand, and command a serpent, are called

The Hydra
A Hydra sea monster had been spotted in the area
in recent times and has frequently been hunting
and kill serpents, even fully grown males who
tend to fight and run instead of trying to kill their
enemy. The Hydra, unknown from where it came,
has had several bounties placed upon it as it
neglects ever connected with even the strongest of
shamans.
The Hydra is known to have recently formed the
fourth head, offer Adventurers a sum of money
and power that they could never believe for their
success. Thus far, none have succeeded, with the
group closest to succeeding timing their attack
simultaneously with the Hydra hunting a flock of
young serpents and distracted their parents. They

failed, though; they claimed to have half-blinded
it at least.
The Pistrix
Considered to the last of its kind, the Pistrix, a
large whale-like sea creature, is known to scour
the far northern reaches of their land among the
frozen seas toward the arctic. It is rumored to be
three times the size of a fully grown male serpent
and on par with even the largest ever known
serpent, the Silver Serpent. Those who are brave
enough to tread across the frozen sea, north of the
Reef of Lost Souls, will hear its saddening cry, for
it is alone, a single male with no one to come to
his call.
Those who see it say that it can communicate
telepathically and the very small few who have
been blessed for life.
“It spoke to us. He did. And ever since, I’ve
known nothing but kindness on the sea. Even as
an orc, I went to the western archipelago. I
proved it, I swear, I jumped into the water where
a hundred baby serpents were feeding, and they
flocked around me, cuddling me, helping me, and
allowing me to pet them. He sent a message
through the sea, he must have, and I’ve been safe
ever since. If you want me to prove it again, well,
you’ll have to take my word for it. It was a long
time ago now, and it is quite the journey to make
considering I have made my home in Luga,
staying close to where he still cries.”
—Unknown Orc said to have met the Pistrix,
though he has recently passed away.
The Voodoo of Gaul Na’dur
Onkmet takes much pride with its Shamans, but to
the rest of the world, particularly humans, it is
instead called Voodoo. Voodoo users are known
to use amulets and charms from day-to-day life,
and the shamans use them among the people
mainly for healing, protection, guidance, and to
keep a connection with their loved ones.

To the shamans, it isn’t voodoo, merely magic,
though they have a branch of their known be to
their version of dark magic. Black magic has
traditionally used supernatural magic for evil and
selfish purposes, with shaman magic having the
capabilities to do so. For the few shamans who
dared to learn to understand it for self-defense,
black magic is the malicious counterpart of the
benevolent ‘white magic.’
The Onkmet commonly hold ceremonies where
great Orcish drums are used to make music. In
Onkmet magic, orcs often believe that a spirit is in
their body and controls the body. Having a spirit
come to the ceremonies from beyond is essential,
for this spirit can speak for the gods or dead
people you love and can also help heal or do
magic to teach and guide. Outsiders are welcome
as long as they are open-minded and respectful.
So, whilst humans and other races consider the
magic here to be voodoo, to the orcs of Gaul
Na’dur, call their power Medeis, with new
trainees of the practice being called Magia before
rising to the top as a Shaman.
Dark magic to the other races is known as Black
Magic. Still, to the orcs, Veneficium, which
means dark, evil magic, is known as magical
enhancements, potions, and enhancers based upon
the chemical made and the person who drinks it.
Different brews have different effects on the
races.
For example, a strength potion made by the
shamans of Onkmet would drastically increase the
strength of a dwarf, the climbing ability and
flexibility of a human, and the agility and speed of
an elf.
Gaul Na’dur ’s Shamans’
The Shamans here focus on the connection of
spirit and mind, the use of restoration, healing

magic, and conjuration and alteration, where they
can conjure spirits and alter the world around
them, making the shamans' incredibly powerful
physical molders and mental healers.
The Shamans are the chosen leaders of the
Onkmet people; they lead, organize, and maintain
their people and the land they scour. Compared to
other magic users of the world, the shaman
focuses on a unique perspective of magic,
changing what defines magic and how it could be
used. For them, it is spiritual, the connection
between one another and the world. Because these
types of shamans only come from Gaul Na’dur,
they are a rarity in the rest of the world.
Sometimes, they have even be called dangerous,
though their mentality, focus, and tradition would
only ever allow them to use their talents in
defense of their land and people.
Militarily, the shamans lead their people. Among
their nomadic lifestyles, they tend to fight from
horseback, wielding unique Orcish weapons to
give curve and edge to those upon horseback.
Curved bows and whips are standard too.

Gashak
Although the designated capital of Onkmet, this
dark and unforgiving Orcish realm, is considered
a capital in name only. The region's nature means
that much of the population live in small
temporary villages that move with the hearts and
weather. Gashak is more a spiritual center and a
trading location and is famous for its Fur Market,
where all nature of furs, meat, and items made
from the wild animals that the tribes survive on
can be found here.
Gashak, whilst not always populated due to the
moving trends of the people, will always be home
to the Grand Council, a meeting pit in the city
center, open to the sky and only convened in

times of emergency or religious feast populated
by the tribal shamans and wisewomen.
Compared to other orcs of the world, women
contain the stronger magical powers in Onkmet
culture. In contrast, the Orcs of Gadun revel in
finery and bright colors, unexpected culture, and
expertise with marine skills.
The harsh nature of the Gaul Na’dur, the region
they call home, has sent their culture down a more
complex, more subsistence route. Their warriors
are rarely found in armies other than when needed
to defend their own home, but their shaman and
mystics are sometimes lent out to forces if the
threat is thought to be big enough to affect the
Orcish race as a whole.
Luga
If Gashak is this land's only actual city, Luga is its
exact opposite. Although with a population that
rivals many smaller cities, it is a tent city, semipermanent that moves with the ice's ebb and flow
to be found anywhere in a hundred miles of its
previous year’s location. It is a hard place to see
for all of its size as it is usually hidden in forest
clearings and scattered over a wide area. It has no
traditional defenses (though outriders and scouts
will securely guard it) and tends to be built
against, inside, or sometimes in the lower
branches of the Great Matta trees which make up
the region.
Like all Onkmet dwellings, it relies on hunting. It
is the only place far enough north to hunt the
Burgash-kaool or Lord of Bears. A bear that can
grow up to 20 feet in length and whose fur has a
slight mirror quality so that its naturally white fur
will take on the hues of the land around it from
the drab green of the forest to the blue-white of
the ice floes. Burgash-Kaool pelts can reward a
hunter with the equivalent of a year or more
income if sold to rich southern lords. You can tell
a Kaooladi, a hunter, who has killed such a bear
as he will wear a bear tooth in his hat.

Luga is incredibly far north. Luga is home to tales
and adventures and a prime location to rest if
accepted before one venture toward the reefs to
the east or north to the frozen sea.

Gadun
Thanks to its varied climates, the continent just
south of Alondium, Gadun is a continent filled
with a variety of flora and fauna. In the north of
the continent are, vast riverlands and forests. To
the west of the Dragon’s Spine Mountain range
lies the Scorpion lands, a great desert covering the
region. To the east on the continent is a temperate
climate filled with many forests, extensive river
lands, and expansive plains. The southernmost
areas of this continent have a subtropical climate
with some jungles.

Aron, the Iron
Kingdom

Capital: Aron
Dominant Race: Dwarves
Notable City-States: Arkech, Abazkar, Usar, and
Sippo
Aron - Capital of Iron

“May your hammer strike true as your heart and
strong as your will.”
—Ancient Dwarven saying
Aptly named the Capital of Iron, Aron is known
as the best source for iron. Said to be blessed by
Samue and Camea, God of the Flames and

Goddess of the Forge, Aron’s blacksmiths are
legendary worldwide. Most of their trade comes
from their ironwork, and this trade goes beyond
the Dwarven realms; many other races come from
far and wide to admire and purchase their work.
Just across the Silk Sea, House Glarn holds a
tentative alliance with Darrian the Golden, as
Darrian is known to be challenging at times. The
Iron Kingdom keeps Darrian’s Legions armed,
and the King returns the favor with cut gems,
gold, jewelry, and other fine goods.
With the Atholian Empire so close, tensions
remain high between the two factions, but the
region’s geography lends a hand in providing the
Dwarven Kingdom a natural barrier. There hasn’t
been a conflict in years, and there have been some
trade cases despite the two races' history.
“House Glarn has come to appreciate my
generosity over the years by supplying my armies
with their weapons and armor of iron. After all,
they wouldn’t be able to thrive as they do without
my land’s gems and ores.”
—Darrian “The Golden,” Ruler of the Nala
Confederacy

were never high on House Glarn’s list of
priorities, as trade and smithing have always been
their main point of focus. They understand the
importance of the Dwarven brotherhood and hold
conferences with their ambassadors and send their
own to other Kingdoms to keep a channel open
between factions.
Being so close to the Atholian Empire, House
Glarn keeps a military presence along the borders.
The military merely portrays a sense of strength
and defense for any who wish to besiege their
Kingdom. Aside from minor skirmishes from
pirates or fringe sects of the Atholian Empire, the
borders stay peaceful.
Iron Road
House Glarn created the Iron Road to facilitate
quick and efficient trade between Aron and
Arkech. Due to the hazardous terrain and
proximity to the Atholian Empire, this trade route
is heavily guarded. Not only do the Iron Kingdom
armies patrol, but King Darrian also establishes
his presence by having his armies patrol as well to
protect his assets.
Gazetteer

Place of Interest: Kzar’s Eternal Forge
With Aron’s bountiful supply of ores and gems,
Kzar seized the opportunity to create a unique
forge known to the world. With special training,
the smiths at the Eternal Forge can transform any
ordinary piece of equipment and enhance it with
any variety of magical enchantments. Only those
trained in the arcane can wield these aweinspiring items, and those willing to pay top coin,
of course.

Arkech
The Dwarves of Arkech are a peculiar populace,
as they are more welcoming to visitors than their
fellow stout brethren. Since they are along the
Iron Road, an exclusive trade route between the
Iron Kingdom’s cities and the coast, they receive
more visitors than the other cities. These Dwarves
are more welcoming than most and can even be
sociable, even with human visitors and traders.

Iron Kingdom
House Glarn and the Council run the Iron
Kingdom and focus mainly on their exports of
ore, metals, weapons, armor, jewels, etc. Politics

Much like their sister cities, Arkech is known for
mining and smithing, but they also trade various
salts and fish from the sea to the north.

Place of Interest: The Rusty Wagon Tavern
A beachfront tavern for weary travelers, traders,
local miners, or anyone looking for miscellaneous
work, the owner, Georic Hamall, is a well-known
Half-Dwarf full of worldly knowledge and jobs
for anyone short of coin. Whether it is
transporting goods or escorting cargo, he is the
man to ask.

Abazkar
Unlike the other cities in the Iron Kingdom,
Abazkar’s population is primarily rural. Dwarves
living in the wilds lands of swamps, hills, and
forest, rather than behind nigh impregnable walls
of iron and stone. In turn leads these Dwarves to
utilize magic more than their kin is known for;
such magics keep their people safe and able to
take advantage of the large ore deposits
throughout the land. Rumor has it this particular
region is home to the rare sky metal. Some say
these Dwarves craft beautiful pieces of armor and
weapons for noble blood and those who can
afford it.
After they struggled with the Agrarian League,
Abazkar’s populace were left with extensive
farmlands for crops and animals. Some Dwarves
have picked up the farming trade and provide
food for the rest of the Iron Kingdom.
Place of Interest: Kzar’s Home of Magic and
Metal
A one-of-a-kind estate, Kzar’s is a place many
visit for all manner of specialized knowledge. It is
a school for anyone interested in the arcane,
history, and blacksmithing and sometimes the
combination of all three. This unique offering
taught by Kzar himself, is open to all races with
the exceptions of humans. Kzar has had one too
many bad experiences with humans, one leaving
him missing a big toe.

Usar
“The Dwarves of Usar are as rugged and
unyielding as the surrounding terrain and are
trained to be the best line of defense for the Iron
Kingdom.”
—Huloin Gabit, Master of Arms, Kzar’s Military
Academy
Boasting a large population, the city of Usar feels
more like a military encampment than an actual
city. There is very little trade, despite being on the
coast. The primary function is training the Iron
Kingdom’s armies in combat and magic for the
region’s defense; the Atholian Kingdom to the
West and the Silk Sea to the East keep the city
busy. Pirates frequently test the Dwarven city’s
might, with no victory to date.
Place of Interest: Kzar’s Military Academy
The Military Academy is home to the best
military strategists in the Dwarven Kingdom. Any
Dwarf wishing to defend their country comes here
first to learn Dwarven military aptitude.

Ellosin, the Tri-Kingdom

Centers: Mithlerion, Laham, **
Government: Noble Houses
Languages: Elvish
Religion: Eco-theism
Races: Elven
Tribes/Cultures: Frost Elves, Medial Elves, and
the Wildwood Elves
“Balance, nature, and knowledge.”
—Elven proverb
Elves are ancient people that date back to the new
beginning after the Gods. They are heavily
attuned to nature and magic and prefer to work
with their kind. However, there are exceptions
upon location. Physically the elves are thin,
dainty, and highly agile. Often they are fairskinned and haired, adding to their mystique.
Tattoos and piercings are commonplace as they
serve both traditional purposes and magic ones.
Their clothing and food are dependent on their
location within Ellosin due to

the difference in weather. They have a wild nature
about them that no other race can
claim.
Three distinct lands are home to the general race
of elves. Each sect, however, has adapted to its
environments over time; thus, creating unique
separations. These slices of land offer different
experiences, resources, and cultures. It is
important to note that not all locations within
Ellosin are traveler-friendly.
The most northern tribe of elves are canonically
known as the ‘Frost Elves.’ This hearty group is
often barraged with cold temperatures and the
wind carried from the north sea. Their land
features great rivers and estuaries. These
waterways are one of the many reasons they have
been able to thrive globally. It not only offers
protection but drinking water and electrical
power. They are self-reliant and don’t take kindly

to outsiders, giving their icy name a double
meaning.

Capital of Laham, the City of Lights: Nestled in
the crook of the main river on the edge of the Sea
of Riaxas; this location has made it a prime spot
to have an Ellosin Navy, much to the citizens'
disapproval. Their numbers are 22,000 strong,
though they are spread out among a vast expanse
of land. One downside to their location is the
weak magical presence in their area. Tensions are
often high, and visits are not suggested unless
necessary.
Below the Frost Elves, the Medial Elves inhabit
the middle stretch of the area within the Ellosin
empire. They are more friendly than their northern
counterparts, often migrating and exploring. Due
to their central position within the kingdom, they
are usually protected and have many resources.
This more accessible way of living has made them
more agreeable and willing to work with
outsiders.
Their land features lush green forests and a
copious amount of gardens. The medial elves are
cognizant of the ecosystem and have cultivated a
life around supporting and living with nature.
They are a harmonious blend of technology from
the north and magic from the south. Most of all,
they pursue knowledge.
The third sect is referred to as the Wildwood
Elves of the South. This group of elves is heavily
endowed with magic and refuses modern
technology. They staunchly believe that the land
provides all they need to live and that technology
is a cursed human invention that dirties the spirit
of the land. Their more northern counterparts find
them foolish for this belief, but Wildwood Elves
believe it is jealousy.
Blessed with solid magic, the inhabitants are

highly skilled in combat and do not take
trespassing or environmental damage lightly. If
venturing to Erbrook, the Wildwood Elves’ hub, it
is recommended that one travels with protection.
Many an uninvited guest has disappeared in the
dense woods, never to reemerge.
Despite the intimidating and grueling journey to
visit Erbrook, the people are friendly and
welcoming once inside. They believe strongly in
kinship and looking out for one another. If you
make it into their city without offending them,
you are an honorary family member for your stay.
Places of Interest: Chrysalis Caves
The Chrysalis caves are not only beautiful to visit
but also magical. Since the Frost Elves do not
have a strong magical presence across their land,
this spot serves as a temple of sorts. The location's
name is an homage to butterflies as the stones
look much like crystal cocoons.
Individuals are oft brought to the caves to heal
since it is believed that the magic-infused stones
can revitalize an elf. Members of the society also
travel to Crysalys to meditate and strengthen their
bond with the planet. During half the year, the
caves are flooded, and many elves and trespassers
have lost their lives dusk elvesning underground.
However, the gems that are produced in this
particular cavern are intensely sought after. Their
magical retention abilities are impressive, and the
rocks are often sold on the black market as drugs
to non-elven species. If caught stealing any of the
crystals, the punishment is, unequivocally, death.
Places of Interest: Medial Elves
Mithlerions’ libraries and knowledge centers are a
thing of pride. Medial elves have the best of both
worlds, magic, and technology, and they are keen
on preserving the knowledge of both. A pillar of
truth for them is in balance. One must embrace
the best of all available to be successful.

However, it means that the medial elves have
delved into unsavory magics and technologies in
the hopes of knowledge. It is a secret that they
keep hidden in the sealed areas of their
educational tombs.
Places of Interest: Wildwood Elves
Fareesan Mud Swamp. This swamp is home to
many adventurous Wildwood natives. The swamp
stretches for many acres and features a dense
cluster of wild wood, the inhabitants’ namesake.
Wild wood is plant life that has been so endowed
with magic that it has become a living entity.
Elves in this area can connect and speak with
these plants. This connection means that the Elves
protect the plants and the wild woods return the
favor.
Although the swamp looks traversable, the plants
will do their best to keep outsiders away. The mud
is thick, and much like a tarpit in consistency, it is
suggested that it be avoided since getting free
would be near impossible if you had offended the
swamp.

Grand Federation
Capital: Al’Lem
Terrain: Coastal
Current Ruler: King Kalos
Government: Elective Monarchy
Languages: Casin Human, Elvish, and Dwarvish
Key Major Gods: None (Agnostic)
Key Minor Gods: None
Dominant Race: Human
Other Races: Elf, Dwarf
“Did the Gods ever really exist in the first place?
Or was this lore devised by a shadow society as a
method of manipulating us into subjugation? We
are supposed to fear the wrath of Gods, which I
have never seen with my own two eyes.”
—Nakar Dagrun, Leader of the Eyelids Movement
Tourney Cities Overview
The majority of the Grand Federation is a cluster
of coast-adjacent cities that gained independence
due to the collapse of surrounding empires (most
notably the Ata’ualan Empire). This triad of cities
is ruled by a central monarchy based in Al’lem,
and it’s best known for the annual sequence of
tournaments (“The Great Tourney”) hosted there
between January and August.
The Grand Fed’s government is also largely
uninfluenced by religion, a rarity in the world of
Mythis. There is a growing resistance to belief in
the Gods at all; a once-small conspiracy theory
that a “shadow society” made them up has begun
to gain traction as a political movement in recent
years. Though it’s primarily non-violent at
present, the leaders of this movement preach fire
on its behalf. Many Mythis scholars worry about
the long-term ramifications of this conspiracy
theory should it reach a large scale.

Lore
Historical texts don’t have much in the way of
lore about the Grand Federation since its place in
Mythis history is a relative blink of an eye.
However, the greater Gadun area is primarily
regarded as a failure among the Gods. The
humans who were tested there fell into gluttony
and lost themselves in the indulgences of the land,
causing them to become lazy and unproductive in
their trials.
The Gods were incredulous that these humans
could disappoint them so greatly. Not only did
some of them turn their backs on these humans,
but that failure became a case study. One which
became the grounds for many debates between the
Gods and Goddesses for centuries. The topic?
Whether humans were genuinely worthy of
occupying Mythis.

History
As mentioned above, the Grand Fed arose only
recently. Therefore, there’s not much history to
tell of in regards to these cities specifically.
Al’lem and Ki’hua were formerly part of the
Ata’ualan Empire, but each claimed its
independence throughout different stages of the
state’s decline. Similarly, Barakzar was a
territorial instrument of Paquinchua (though it
was not recognized as a significant part of its
empire). It became part of the Grand Fed almost
as a product of pure proximal convenience. Some
would argue that the most valuable history in this
state is not the scholarly texts that describe its
fledgling legacy but rather the record books that
depict the Tourney’s greatest athletic legends.
Wealthy people far and wide travel to witness the
Tourney in person, and those fans who can’t
travel instead collect each month’s Tourney
Herald, a publication that describes the Tourney's
action in detail.
Government
The Grand Fed is an elective monarchy, though
citizen interest in the federation’s government is
such that most don’t participate actively in the
elective process. Each island has its own “king,”
but Al’lem’s king is regarded as the central
leadership of the three cities. Though several
citizens of Ki’Hua and Barakzar are skeptical of
why they must heed the rule of Al’lem’s king, the
cities as a whole don’t find another attempt at
secession to be worth the conflict it would cause.
After all, they benefit greatly from the protection
of Al’lem’s military might, as well as its
diplomatic relations with Gracos Lysander and
other surrounding superpowers.
Magic
Because the Grand Fed doesn’t have much reason
to be concerned about military conflict, magic is
primarily taught as an art form in this region in
addition to a few practical purposes. Children
learn basic spells in school, and there are

academies in which aspiring wizards can train.
Still, the most effective application of magic
comes in staged performances where artists weave
dazzling displays of magical spectacle. Many of
the most experienced artists charge entry fees for
these magic shows, though some street performers
do smaller shows either for attention or as a
method of earning coin. At present, the most
celebrated magician is a half-elf who goes by the
monomer “Glecia”; he’s best known for
shimmering routines involving water, fire, and
ice, set to the music of stringed instruments.
Religion
Though the Grand Fed is mainly agnostic, most of
the citizens still acknowledge the existence of the
Gods. However, that’s not true for the Eyelids
Movement, which propagates a conspiracy theory
that’s been gaining an unexpected level of traction
in recent years. The leader of this movement is a
wide-eyed human named Nakar Dagrun, who
asserts that the Gods do not, and never did, exist.
His chief claim is that they were made up to instill
fear in the people of Mythis to be manipulated and
subjugated by a “shadow society” that covertly
controls every structure of power in the world. He
began the Eyelids Movement with the mission to
pry open the metaphorical eyelids of every citizen
in Grand Fed so that they may finally see how
they’ve been manipulated for their entire lives.
While the Eyelids Movement is primarily viewed
as a harmless group of kooks by most people, the
shocking rate at which the movement has grown
has caught the attention of scholars and the royal
court alike. Some believe that the conspiracy
theory isn’t far from becoming a mainstream
political platform and could potentially influence
the upcoming election.

Technology
In addition to inheriting the technologies from the
states from which they seceded. The cities of the
Grand Fed have developed a few technologies of
their own. They’re mostly related to trade and
have provided an enormous boon to their
economy. Among these technologies are
advanced road materials and road systems
developed by the Mercantile Guild to ensure that
essential trade routes offer accommodations for
the merchants and the safe storage of their cargo.
Along with the micromanagement of Grand Fed’s
trade economy by the Mercantile Guild, this
technology allows trade to flourish between these
cities and surrounding actors.
Notable Cities
Al’lem
Al’lem is the largest of the Grand Fed cities and
the site of its central royal court. Formerly a vital
piece of the Ata’ualan Empire (and one of its only
non-island territories), this city is protected both
by a defensive pact with its neighboring kingdom
of Hellonde and the political aid of Gracos
Lysander. Al’lem hosts Tourney games in its
Rielal district but has seen security issues in the
past due to the district’s overall poverty.
Regardless, its jousting events draw a plethora of
crowds and contenders alike.
Ki’Hua
Also formerly a part of the Ata’ualan Empire,
Ki’Hua is the largest of the three tourney cities
geographically. It’s also the most agnostic of the
three and indeed the place where the Eyelids
Movement has gained the most traction, probably
because it’s where Nakar Dagrun resides.
Certainly, Dagrun can often be seen preaching fire
to large, angry crowds on the streets, crowds
growing in number with each passing week.
Ki’Hua’s tourney events are held within its most
urban districts, and their events are marked by

bright and festive fashion unlike anything else in
Mythis.
Barakzar
The central headquarters of the Mercantile Guild,
Barakzar, is a crucial trade city not only for the
Grand Fed but indeed for all of the greater Gadun
region. It’s a tightly controlled market and port
that nearly every prominent merchant passes
through frequently, making them a port of trade
and information. This development has caused the
development of a more sinister function of the
Mercantile Guild: espionage. Whenever an
unsavory source needs information, they can
typically pay the Mercantile Guild for answers.
Barakzar is also the leading site of the Tourney; it
hosts more than half of its events in its Hielal
district.

Menegras
Capital: None
Notable Settlements: Elethon and Duskfen
Places of Interest:
Ruler: Vassals to Ellosin Empire
Government: Local Councils and Monarchy
Languages: Elven
Religion:
Major Gods:
Minor Gods:
Races: Elves
Terrains:
“Depending on your point of view,
Menegras is a watchdog with many masters.
But taking precedence over them all is the
Ellosin Empire.”
—A translator in Rhesa
The elven kingdom of Menegras answers to the
Ellosin empire, initially a place recognized for its
watch stations and outposts. Menegras has grown
into full watchdogs for the realm. They keep an
eye on the west across the Dragon Spine
mountains.
Once part of the elves of Nargione, the elves of
Menegras splintered off and now claim more
common ground with their imperial masters, the
elves of Ellosin. With a reputation as the best
trackers of all their kind. The Menegras elves
enjoy other roles: they are adventurers and
merchants who engage more with other races and
venture out further west with their more small
towns and camps; guardians and news gatherers
monitor the south side of the mountains.
Since becoming a kingdom, Menegras now has a
few cities. Their borders are loose with limits
running as far as a city’s edge and many areas
outside of it are welcome to others as long as
Menegras is left alone.

Gazetteer
Elethon: While Menegras is too spread out to
bother with establishing a capital, its most
important city is Elethon. Harboring the sacred
temple of Adraithi, which in turn houses the
Undying Flame. Its garrison of Adraithi Rangers
keeps it burning. It is believed that if the Undying
Flame were extinguished, the elven lands would
fall. The temple also carries out its usual duties
and outreach, ever on the search for new converts.
Sticking out from other elven cities, Elethon
clings to the side of Beacon Mountain, just on the
edge of the Dragon Spine Mountain range.
From there, it is the central region’s westernmost
elven city and charged with monitoring the
mountain borders for any hostile activity. In
addition to protecting the local temple and its
Undying Flame, the Adrathi Rangers maintain a
relay system of watchtowers and beacons to warn
of any threats approaching Menegras.

“They teach us to be wary of them, ‘they’re not
our kind’ and such. But living nearby,
you can’t help but get to know them better.
Can’t help questioning what you’ve been taught
after that.”
—a guard stationed in Elethon
Along with border patrol, Elethon also has a small
embassy to preserve peaceful relations and even
encourage trade. The city’s orcish neighbors have
their border guards and diplomats and have
occasionally collaborated with Elethon against
prowling bandits. In this border city between
races where efforts for vigilance and peace are
made, some elves from Elethon have formed
romantic relationships with their orcish neighbors,
and a number of them have had children together.
For whatever reason, maps tend to inaccurately
present Elethon as one city and ignore the nearby
castle and fortress of the same name, the Bastion
of Elethon. Still, others contest this, claiming that
the Bastion of Elethon is actually along the north
coast of Ellosin. This confusion is due to the
legacy of the prodigy elf Elethon, the namesake
for these areas. His story endures in the culture,
making many eager to claim his name as the title
of their ventures.
Though there are many tales about Elethon, no
one accepted them as fact, so he remains a largely
mysterious figure. Despite this, Elethon is at least
known for inspiring curiosity in Ellosin elves with
his unspecified teachings and actions. Some
believe Elethon’s interest would’ve made him
open to falling in love with others outside of your
race and that he would’ve encouraged cultures
mixing like this. Others even theorize that Elethon
fell in love with an orc or a dwarf or a human and
had children with them.
A council of elders called the Duodecim rule
Elethon. While Menegras does have a royal
family with generations inheriting a throne, the

reigning monarch handles the management of the
kingdom in its present state, while the Duodecim
is in charge of its future. Without proper oversight
from Ellosin, the Duodecim have become rather
drunk on their power. Beyond bribery and lower
levels of corruption, people whisper of the
Duodecim performing even more depraved acts.
Some rumors claim the council sanctions
unethical experiments that genetically engineer
artificial orcish-elven hybrids. But with scraps of
information that lead nowhere and the absence of
any real motive behind such heinous experiments,
there has been no thorough investigation. These
rumors are often dismissed as horror stories meant
to shock a late-night or insults to mixed-race
couples and their children.
However, it’s been said that Halamar is the only
member of the Duodecim to abandon his duty and
leave his seat of power to roam elsewhere. While
many speculated about his departure, no official
reason given was ever trusted.
“I am done with Elethon, and she is done with me.
That is all I will say on the matter.”
—Halamar, former Duodecim member
Rhesa: The city of Rhesa occupies a similar role
to the rest of Menegras. North of the Nala
Peninsula, Rhesa monitors the border there for
any threatening activity. Rhesa has its small
embassy as well. Though the city’s dwarven
neighbors have also established their operations
for border patrol and diplomacy, they are
generally more isolationist with little interest in
the world beyond their homeland. Outside of
commercial activities in Traders Bay and the
Arellion ports on the peninsula's east coast, the
dwarves appear content to stay within their
strongholds. As a result, Rhesa is even more
peaceful and relaxed. Though more prone to
sticking to their own, some dwarven merchants

still fall in love with the city’s elves. Some of
these unions have even resulted in children too.
Duskfen: Besides the cities, Menegras also has
Duskfen, a colony further out west. Due to its
relative detachment from the rest of Menegras, it
is an independent city-state (or a rogue state
depending on your political view). Despite this,
Duskfen resembles Elethon in many ways. The
colony was initially meant to monitor the border
for any hostile actions; it has its local embassy to
advocate for peace—the colony’s made efforts to
maintain a civil relationship with its orcish
neighbors. But Duskfen takes it a step further,
more fully embracing a formal alliance with the
orcs. It has the highest population of mixed-race
families in Menegras. Elethon’s ruling Duodecim
loathes the place.
“The backward have no patience or love for us.”
—a tavern keeper in Duskfen
Menegras is appropriately composed of largely
Ellosin elves. While they’ve been mixed and
altered over time, their Ellosin core or culture
remains. But due to several reasons—Menegras is
far away, it features significant differences in the
region, and it’s viewed as a relatively obscure
place—the kingdom itself is kept as an
independent member under Ellosin, much like the
Orien Empire and its Edan Confederacy members.

Nargione
Capital: None
Notable Settlements: Eleliond, Ri’Cuna, and
Enwold
Place of Interest:
Ruler: None
Government: City Councils
Languages: Elven
Religion: Orsta Seorsa (Osta Seorsi)
Races: Elves
“Ri’Cuna succumbed, Eleliond went with the flow,
and Enwold tightened the noose—or so I’ve heard
the locals say.”
—A Traveling Merchant
Describing Nargione as an elven kingdom can be
a bit misleading at times. Its people, the
woodland elves nestled within the Sylvan Forest
of central Gadun, equally consider Nargione a
region tied to the land they inhabit. Even their
“cities” are more like a trio of meeting grounds,
selected due to their magical affinity for the local
fauna and flora or other reasons known only to
the elves of Nargione.
They are referred to as Nargione elves or Sylvan
elves. They are also known as Spring Elves to
outsiders and as the Sylvani to their community.
Relying mainly on what they can use in the
Sylvan Forest, the Nargione elves have isolated
themselves and are wary of other races and elves
outside their community. They have developed
their secret technologies and magic in their
solitude, aspects of their culture that they guard
against curious or unscrupulous adventurers.
Gazetteer
Eleliond: Despite their isolationist tendencies,
Nargione has Eleliond, the so-called Forbidden

City. Bearing another misleading title, Eleliond is
a coastal port with some of the busiest waters in
Mythis. It is ideally situated for thriving trade: it
falls where the rivers of central Gadun end in
Traders Bay. Connecting with the elven kingdom
Ellosin and the river folk who work along the
waters in-between, the Arellion city-states of the
Iron Kingdom lie to the east of the area while the
Great Road is west. From the elven language,
Eleliond even translates into “Bay of Traders.”
Despite being strictly meant for trade, Nargione
elves have used Eleliond as a place to relax and
get away from the busy trading life they’ve
adopted.
There is a reason behind trading hub Eleliond’s
misleading title as a restricted area. It was
initially meant to divert trade away from
Ri’Cuna, originally the true Forbidden City.

Ri’Cuna: Today, Ri’Cuna has joined the trade
routes and is now a city with a mixed populace
that counts each member regardless of race in
Mythis as an inhabitant. Located on the northern
edge of the Sylvan Forest and accessible to the
Arellion city-states, Ri’Cuna developed into a
hub of taverns and other places housing travelers,
catering to supporting adventurers and tourism.
Some have said the Nargione elves in Ri’Cuna
caved to pressure from threats, violence, and even
champions, heroes, and other reputable
adventurers to give safe passage to outsiders.
Others have said Ri’Cuna has become less of a
city and more of a daily marketplace that doesn’t
sleep.
While the Sylvan elves have tried to claim that
Ri’Cuna is the only place they have open to
outsiders, they don’t keep their word in practice.
Their population spreads throughout Nargione
and claims equal ownership everywhere. This
ideal has often led to border disputes and the
reminder that, unlike some other elves, the
Sylvan elves have not found new ways to adapt
and learn in an evolving Mythis.
Enwold: An upcoming hub for trade, but with a
more ominous and threatening reputation—
Enwold. At the same time, the Nargione elves
have learned to enjoy the confluence of good
tidings, good people, and goodwill of wealth and
influence through trade. They remain critical of
any flaws, even minor ones. Offenders won’t be
punished by death, but something worse—eternal
suffering.
Enwold manipulates the land’s local magical
energies to extend the life and deny the mercy of
death cruelly.
This behavior has become a controversial topic
for the Nargione elves, with some outside the city
believing it to be utterly barbaric, while others
consider it none of their business. Even Enwold’s
inhabitants argue over this as the city carries its

voice of dissent. But those who question these
brutal laws are in a threatened minority, with
those in power not above using force to silence
them. Despite this, an underground resistance
tries to fight back and even develop alliances
with travelers and other Nargione elves outside
the city.
While this goes on, the status quo is maintained;
travelers are now often warned that Enwold
carries a high price for any who visit. But still,
some ignore such warnings and see only the
potential for wealth and glory.
Despite the darker side of Enwold, the cities of
Nargione foster and maintain cross-cultural ties.
But the elven population within them remains
small. Other than merchant guilds, the city
council, and those who choose to live in the
walled-off areas of the Forbidden City, the
majority of elves reside in smaller rural villages
and towns. They prefer to only work in the cities
and then return to their rural homes at night.
Places of Interest: Great Temple of Orsta
Seorsa
On the outskirts of the coastal port of
Eleliond lies a formal site of religion in
Nargione—the Great Temple of Orsta Seorsa.
Referring to themselves as the Osta Seorsi,
members of the temple’s order have spread
throughout Mythis but appear to be particularly
suited to Nargione. Like the Sylvan elves’ focus
on the forest that supports them, the Osta Seorsi
devote themselves to the Goddess Mother Gaia
and defend the Earth as if it were her own body.
They have claimed that the seas are her hair, the
rivers are her veins, the ground is her skin, and
the underground is her heart.
Because of the former, the Osta Seorsi believe
that any mining activity from the dwarves is a sin
against Gaia. It’s rumored that young members of
the order have become extremists who cause

mine collapses to slow down the dwarves’
efforts. But the Osta Seorsi is generally known as
a peaceful order that prefers persuasion over
confrontation in their goal to protect the Earth
from manipulation and abuse. They believe that
the only way to ensure the world’s survival is to
treat Gaia with respect and honor.
Their temple in Nargione is architecturally in line
with the order’s beliefs, crafted out of trees
grown to form a large intertwining dome. Like
nature, the temple is constantly changing,
something that only woodland elves are allowed
to see. However, the temple still finds itself
turning would-be tourists away and often assigns
guard duties to specific members to keep this
aspect of their religion protected from outsiders.
While the Nargione elves may come across as
strange to some, they’re a proud people that
remain the closest to nature and the gods of
Mythis.

Remnant Territories of
Paquinchua

Capital: Mishunka
Notable City-States: XX
Terrain: Jungles, Plains, and Mountainous Islands
Current Ruler: Empress Yulakay
Government: Monarchy
Languages: Paquinchuan Human (Illache Human)
Key Major Gods: None
Key Minor Gods: Shielach, Sariel, and Nerwenye
Dominant Race: Human
Other Races: None
“Long ago, the sun set on the Paquinchuan
empire. But every setting must rise again, and for
us, the night is nearly over.”
—Empress Yulakay
Paquinchua Overview
Paquinchua is a group of satellite territories
surrounding the Iron Kingdom, which once served
as the empire’s central territory. Two islands and

two peninsulas now constitute the nation of
Paquinchua, weakening the Empress’ reach and
making enforcement of her taxes and policies
difficult. Though they’ve been little more than an
afterthought to the major actors in the area, many
powerful Paquinchuans close to the Empress
believe that the nation may rise to power again
quite soon.
Lore
The gods tested the Paquinchuans quite
differently than most humans. It is said that they
wanted to explore the limits of how well humans
would adapt. By placing a group of them into a
unique region where they would be forced to
adapt to mountains, jungles, plains, shores, and
islands should they hope to expand their
settlement. The Paquinchuans blew this trial out
of the water; not only did they develop quickly
and create cities in each of these areas, but they
could also utilize the unique resources from each
area and share them internationally to accelerate
their development. It is said that Shielach became
so proud of their accomplishments that he
rewarded them with longer and brighter days.
History
The Paquinchuan Empire was one of the earliest
significant empires in human civilization. Thirsty
for expansion and eager to prove their worth to
the gods, the humans of Paquinchua pushed
aggressively into new territory. They did not stop
when they came to areas that were already
inhabited. The early Paquinchuan emperors were
ruthless, conquering everything from nomadic
tribes to more prominent civilizations in the
interest of unilateral dominance. Their primitive
projectile weapons and formidable fire magic
were overwhelmingly powerful in the early
phases of Mythis history and made their
expansion not just unstoppable but even
challenging to impede.

However, the downside of fast expansion was that
it facilitated the growth of an empire so large that
it became difficult to manage under a central
authority. Wealthy Paquinchuans began relocating
to peripheral areas where taxation was difficult to
enforce, prompting their economy to rely more
and more on slave labor that grew shorter in
supply as they ran out of nomadic tribes to
conquer.
Military communication also became slow and
arduous, prompting a dramatic drop in efficiency
magnified by difficulty enforcing the draft.
Eventually, civil unrest stemming from a
widening gap in wealth equality spurred a citizen
revolution in the central territory of Lampayaru
that the military couldn’t quell, resulting in a
ruinous two-year civil war. That war caused
collateral damage that made the entire region
uninhabitable, prompting citizens to migrate to the
perimeter of Paquinchua and paving the way for
the dwarves to settle the area without much
resistance.
Government
Paquinchua is still considered a monarchy, though
that’s mainly in name only. Each of the four
Paquinchuan territories has its local government,
except for the island of Ayachusco, where the
Empress resides. It’s worth noting that unity
among these regions has improved thanks in part
to the benevolent leadership of Yulakay. Still, for
the most part, they all act as independent citystates under loose central rule. This move is made
all the more difficult because the dwarven Iron
Kingdom is an intrusive nation to the
Paquinchuan empire, mainly controlling the
adjacent seas and imposing tariffs on travel
through them.
Magic
Though they’re no longer actively involved in
expansion and war, Paquinchuan wizards still
focus mainly on their ancient fire-based combat
techniques. This magic is mighty and dangerous,

and the methods require extensive training to
perform effectively. The Paquinchuans see fire
magic as a signal of their loyalty to Shielach, God
of the Sun, and other types of magic are seen as
weak and unworthy of their wizards’ power.
Despite this, some still choose to practice other
magical arts to bolster their trade.

Religion
The Paquinchuans still have a solid relationship
with Shielach despite the gods distancing
themselves from Mythis on the whole. It is said
that Shielach feels as though abandoning his
“children” would be too painful to bear. The
people of Paquinchua worship Shielach in grand
temples, typically at the summit of a large area.
They also pray to Sariel and Nerwenye to a lesser
extent, completing their holy trinity of the Sun,
the Stars, and the Sky.
Technology
While the Paquinchuans were long known for
engineering elaborate and durable mountain roads
and bridges, their newest discovery is perhaps
likely to define their next era of development.
They’ve recently invented an explosive black
powder substance, created by combining sulfur
from the volcanic mines in Ayachusco, saltpeter
from the caves in Chachakoyas, and charcoal
refined by fire magic. This substance, dubbed
“gunpowder,” has become the center of a new era
of projectile weapons development across
Paquinchua. While they’ve been very secretive
about this technology, it’s drawn the gaze of
domestic and foreign powers.
Notable City-States
Ayachusco (formerly Sewick)
Ayachusco is effectively the only Paquinchuan
region under the full authority of the Empress; she
resides in a mountainside palace in the island’s
capital city of Mishunka. In ancient times,

Ayachusco was used mainly as a training ground
for the soldiers and fire wizards of the once-great
Paquinchuan empire; the harsh terrain and
presence of an active volcano made it ideal for
that purpose. After Paquinchua’s decline,
however, those factors made it the safest place to
which then-Emperor Taqua and his guard could
flee from the dwarves. By nature, Ayachusco
quickly became the main settlement of
Paquinchua.

Chachakoyas (formerly Lewold)
By nature of its proximity to Ayachusco,
Chachakoyas generally adheres to the authority of
the Empress. Though they have their leader, he
has praised Yulakay for her benevolent yet firmhanded leadership. The mountain terrain of
Chachakoyas is rough and steep, making an
invasion by any foreign power nearly impossible.
Outside of that, the island is mainly known for its
complex network of cave tunnels and settlements.
These “cave cities” are genuinely one of the great
artificial wonders of Mythis and afford the
Paquinchuans their great secrecy. This kind of
secrecy, of course, prompts rumors about what
exactly they might be keeping hidden from the
rest of Mythis.
Kichwanka (formerly Paham)
Kichwanka is perhaps the most rural settlement of
Paquinchua and one in which many wealthy
citizens reside to escape the taxation of the
Empress. The people here live a simple,
countryside life and don’t often know much about
the goings-on of the outside world. The main
export from Kichwanka is produce and livestock,
which comes mainly from several farms driven by
indentured servitude. The most activity you’ll see
in Kichwanka is during the week of the Sun
Festival, which is held just outside of the
peninsula’s main village of Cajayeque in the days
leading up to the summer solstice.

Chinchavilca and Laravilca (formerly Leheath
and Arford)
These “twin cities of Paquinchua” are unique in
that they are both sheltered cozily within the
jungles of Illache, yet still within a few miles of
the ocean. Once large naval bases, they have
slowly morphed into simpler fishing harbors,
those harbors primarily drive their economy, as
the area is rich with bivalves and therefore flush
with valuable pearls. The ocean and the jungle are
known for a unique and diverse wildlife
population, though the locals often say they could
do without the pesky feral goats that roam the
beaches.

Kingdom of Shakul

They were seated at the base of the two great
towering mountains, Sha and Kul, or in the
ancient orc tongue, “The Living” and “The Dead,”
Shakhul is named for the mountains that look over
the city. The oldest of any Orc Kingdom, the city
was initially founded by various tribes leaving the
Dragon Spine Mountains looking for a new home.
They found a rich plains, which they left
decimated after a time, leaving behind the cruel
and harsh desert they now call home, The
Scorpion Lands.
They found a way to live and thrive in one of the
world’s most unlivable ecosystems, the desert.
The surrounding landscape shares qualities with
the Orcs; they are resilient, resourceful, fierce,
and unyielding. Don’t let these characteristics lead
you to believe they’re all war-mongering, hatefilled, violent creatures; under exemplary
leadership, Orcs can live a prosperous and
peaceful existence, even in the harshest of
climates.

Capital: Shakhul
Notable Settlements: Agdug, Goluk, Golgad,
Olfil, Ufthat, Bulug, and Torta
Place of Interest:
Ruler: Kyros II
Government:
Languages:
Religion:
Major Gods:
Minor Gods:
Races: Orc %,
Terrains: Desert and Mountains
Shakhul
“We are looked upon by the great Sha and Kul,
but we will always be in control of what lives and
what dies.”
—Warchief Arkund

Under the unique leadership of Kyros II, Shakhul
flourishes and lives in peace, despite its denizens
being notoriously confrontational, violent, and
ignorant. Kyros II pushes for scientific and
political achievements for all citizens in his
Kingdom. It became known that Kyros II learned
a lot from other races to the East, and he used this
to unite an entire region of Orcs.
While under his banner, Kyros II still allows each
city to govern itself, as long as they follow his
laws. Unlike their brutal and often violent tribal
leadership, a system was set to maintain order
when switching leaders.
“With these savage lands tamed, we may now
build a stable and sustainable foundation for our
future generations to come.”
—Kyros II, “The Grand Rebirth,” ruler of The
Shakul Kingdom
Gazetteer

Agdug
Close enough to Shakhul that recently, it was
decided to make it a District of the Capital
officially. This decision left a feeling of unrest
among the Agdug citizens, but they remain loyal
now and begrudgingly follow Kyros II's laws. The
acquisition also opened up their domestic trade
more, as they now have access to Shakhul’s
resources and trading routes.
Known for its odd Orcish engineering, Agdug has
many exciting features, including a zoo full of the
most dangerous creatures in the region and several
traps, mazes, and gardens filled with carnivorous
plants. The city was not built to welcome visitors,
and only Orcs live there, and only the bravest of
adventurers have dared to visit.
Goluk
One of Kyros II’s decrees was to create an open
trading route via the sea. Conveniently located on
the coast, Goluk made the Kingdom’s first port
and opened up trade routes with the neighboring
island cities and other Kingdoms. It is also home
to Shakhul’s Navy.
Outside cultures influence orcs of Goluk due to it
being a significant trading hub. The trading hub
has led to the city being affluent in art and poetry.
Unheard of in most Orc Kingdoms, Goluk is
home to a library filled with novelizations of their
race’s history and legends.
Kyros II believes Goluk is an excellent example
for his Kingdom and prides the city on being a
hub of culture and foreign trade. Other races
perceive orcs as quick to confront, aggressive, and
dull. The leader wishes the outside world to see
them in a new light and believes Goluk is an
appropriate representation. He is no fool;
however, Kyros II believes in being ready for
anything and can summon his ancestors' ferocity
should his people be crossed.

Golgad
The Orcs of Golgad live in the most isolated and
harsh areas of the region. This city is home to the
unique and effective armor most Orcs in the
Kingdom. The brutal and unrelenting weather,
The Scorpion Lands offers no respite for any
adventurers brave enough to traverse the desert.
Most other races use plate, chainmail, or cured
leather. The citizens of Golgad developed an
armor that can defend against any predators of the
lands or attacks from foreign soldiers and keep the
wearer cooler in the undying sun of the desert.
Olfil
Initially, an island run by pirates and mercenaries
until Kyros II, Olfil acts as a buffer between the
Shakhul and Orien Kingdoms. In times of war,
any naval battles occur just north of the city; it
serves as a place for the Orien Empire to trade in
times of peace.
Even though Kyros II frowns upon it, pirates and
mercenaries still use the city as a place to find
jobs and continue their elicit business dealings.
Ufthat
“Westward, westward, we only wish to be free.
Westward, westward, our hearts are with the
sea.”
—Ancient pirate chant
The western most city in the Kingdom, and part of
the three islands that make up “The Isles of The
Blood Sea,” Ufthat is filled with dreamers and
explorers. Looking further west, then people of
Ufthat wish to embrace their pirate heritage and
wish to set sail fully. Whispers among citizens say
the Governor and General are becoming an
independent state, hoping to remove themselves
from Kyros II’s Kingdom.
Ufthat is home to The Explorers Quarters, a guild
whose sole purpose is to explore new worlds, find

unique flora and fauna, and catalog it all. Utilizing
their navy, the Explorers Quarters are always
following the horizon to new lands and
experiences.

Bulog
Although the largest of the three island cities,
Bulog has the smallest population. Primarily
agricultural, the island serves as a home to any
wishing to live in peace. The people live sprawled
across the flat lands, mostly building family
farms. Not filled with a lot of immediate
opportunities, Bulog offers fertile, untouched
lands that are open to any who desire a fresh start.

Sippo
Districts
Military:
Preferring to maintain their freedom, the citizens
decided to create their army of Sippo. With a
primarily peaceful and docile population, the
Council agreed to bring in Dwarves of the Iron
Kingdom to help establish a military presence,
despite their history together. The Iron Kingdom,
feeling remorse toward their actions against their
Dwarven brethren, decided to reconcile with
Sippo and provided military experts for a short
time to set them up with sufficient defenses.
Race: Dwarves %, Human %
Population: Over 20,000
Government: Representative Democracy, The
Council of Sippo
Born of violence and hatred between the humans
of Athol and Dwarves of the Iron Kingdom, the
city of Sippo is considered a Free City-State.
Abandoned by the Iron Kingdom when the armies
of Athol took over, the Dwarves of Sippo fought
against the Holy Federation and named
themselves free.
The Council of Sippo
Once freedom was won against the holy
Federation, the remaining Dwarves of Sippo had a
fresh start to reimagine their government
structure. To reduce the chances of corruption and
fall prey to another authority, the remaining
Dwarves decided to create a representative
democracy. They called it The Council of Sippo.
Made up of appointed members of every district
in the city, these members are voted in by the
citizens, totaling ten, two from each district. There
are the Military, Bazaar, Commons, Judicial, and
Vocational districts.

Bazaar:
A buzzing district filled with a plethora of
storefronts, traveling merchants, and inns, this
district is the central hub for the city’s primarily
self-sustaining economy. This district is where the
locals get most of the produce, meats, clothes, and
anything they may need to maintain their lifestyle.
Commons:
Once a district designed to segregate Dwarves
from their Human superiors. The Commons now
serves as a place for the population to live in
harmony. There is still a class system due to the
varying incomes, with the more affluent citizens
living in nicer abodes. Despite their financial
differences, there is still mutual respect between
citizens of all classes.
Judicial:
The newest and most recently constructed, the
Judicial District, provides law and order among its
people. Once under the oppression of the Atholian
Empire with almost no rights, the free Dwarves of
Sippo use trials to determine guilt among their
peers. The Prison of Woe lies within this district.

Vocational:
With an array of talents, the Vocational District
feature’s the city’s finest crafters; whether it is
leatherworking, blacksmithing, or jewel crafting,
this district is full of industrious citizens making a
living doing what they do best. There are
independent crafters as well as several guilds. The
Guild Run is a long street home to various guilds
of the world, including the blacksmithing guild,
The Order of Camea. Adorned with her emblem
and color, smiths in The Order of Camea believe
their abilities are a blessing from the Goddess,
herself.
Diplomatic Relations
Located at the center of three major trading
routes, more commonly referred to as the TriPoint Crossing, Sippo frequently receives visitors
of all kinds. Not all are allowed in, as they have a
strict set of rules and regulations.
Mostly keeping to themselves, the Dwarves of
Sippo keep a local economy with domestic trade.
Holding very little ill-will toward their Dwarven
brethren in the Iron Kingdom, they allow
ambassadors and traders to visit, sell their goods,
teach in the Military District, and sit in on
diplomatic Council meetings about importing and
exporting goods.
As for humans, however, their relations are pretty
tenuous. They allow human traders to sell in their
bazaar, but only under strict regulations and for
short periods. Their trust in the human race has
been tarnished by their previous rulers, the
Atholian Empire. Trade was wholly severed with
the Empire once they declared themselves free of
their control. Any human coming into Sippo must
prove their allegiance to any Kingdom but the
Holy Federation.
Places of Interest: The Prison of Woe
The Dwarves who were unfortunate enough to be
held here learned the full extent of the Atholian

Empire’s malice. The prison was built as a way to
keep them in line and hold prisoners of war.
However, the rumors that escaped this place of
hatred were much more brutal.
Their cruel curiosities displayed the Empire’s
prejudice in the depths of the prison. Even though
no one made it out of place alive, accounts of
torture and atrocious experiments made their way
outside of the prison’s menacing and subjugating
walls.
After overthrowing the Atholian Empire, the
Council of Sippo uses it as a way to keep peace
and order within their ranks and for any nation
foolish enough to besiege their Free City. The
Prison of Woe serves as a symbol of autonomy,
resilience, and self-reliance among the residents
of Sippo.
“Never again shall our people be held in
dominion over by the callous Atholian Empire.
May this prison act as a symbol of our
independence and freedom.”
—Jarin of House Denion, Member of the Council
of Sippo
Events of Interest: Festival of Hakrima
(Dwarven for Independence)
A festival held annually celebrating Sippo’s
victory over the Holy Federation’s control over
their people. It is the only time of the year when
absolutely no travelers are allowed within their
walls. The festivities are held over three days and
feature food, art, jewelry, and other goods unique
to their city. On the last day, they light a massive
pyre built throughout the three days on the
grounds of the Prison of Woe.
Any artists are encouraged to paint beautiful
murals of their peoples’ history along the prison
walls during the festival. Staying up until washed
away by the weather, they act as a reminder of

their accomplishments, making each year’s
artwork unique to that festival.
“We chose the grounds around the prison as a
way to symbolically remove any power or
authority that once loomed over us.”
—Bournal of House Fakrel, Grand Judge, Judicial
District Representative of The Council of Sippo

Free Market City of
Zahela

The number of permanent residents, however, is
relatively small in comparison, roughly 5,500.
One of the critical parts that lead to the success of
Zahela’s establishment was and is still its
location. It has access to four different landscapes
as well as prominent placement on trade routes.
Being a port city, it is also privy to water travel
either by river or by ocean.
The sheer number of stalls set up in the market is
what usually amazes visitors the most. Long
expanses of the road seem to stretch forever, with
every nook occupied by a merchant of some kind.
This density of commerce allows for the sale of
everything from pottery to food to weapons and
even slaves.

Capital: Neutral City
Notable Settlements: N/A
Ruler: None
Government: Republic governed by a high
council
Languages: Orc, Human, Dwarvish, Elvish
Religion: Multi-theism
Races: 19% Orc, 21% Human, 33% Elf, 22%
Dwarf, and 5% River Folk
“Gold is not only pure but pure evil.”
—Zahelan Poet
Zahela is a diverse metropolis founded on trade
and commerce. It is the home of ‘The Exchange,’
the largest and most powerful banking system in
Mythis.
Variety is what makes Zahela thrive. Inside its
boundaries, beings from all races and walks of life
can flourish. This proverbial melting pot of
culture leads to a rich expanse of experiences
available within. The city boasts an impressive
population capacity of 89,000 visitors per day.

Information is also a form of currency often
bartered, and the Zahelan visitors and merchants
are erudite in their trades. One can mostly find an
answer among the stalls, but finding the right
places is often the most daunting.
Many visitors have been quoted as saying, “If you
are looking for something, you will find it in
Zahela.”
However prosperous the city is or appears to be, it
is not one without a checkered past.
Gold is often seen as a blessing, but for the people
of Zahela, this shiny precious metal leads to
nothing but misery. A visitor who has been to the
city more than once dares not to speak about gold
lest they be met with scornful looks and fierce
insults.
The Dragon Spine Mountains that lay to the west
were loaded with incredible gold yields a few
generations ago. Tempted by the promise of a
quick fortune, people from all over flocked to the
trading town’s mountain rage and began mining.

It is said that there was never a moment of
stillness in the mining tunnels.
But all that glitters is not gold. Although the
precious metal was an easily tradeable
commodity, the massive influx of supply depleted
the price, which led to the inevitable gold
collapse. With so much ore being harvested, each
next nugget became more and more worthless.
Zahela was forced to ship out large quantities of
gold to other regions to recoup some value.
However, Zahelan gold is treated as a low rate
trade, and thus heaps needed to be sold to make
enough to purchase lifestyle staples.

The specialty of Zahela’s tourney is centered
around equestrian games. The races alone have
spawned gambling rackets and betting pits. Large
crowds gather to spectate and throw down
valuables (no gold, of course) in wagers that they
hope will be life-changing.
An equestrian champion of the city mysteriously
disappeared one year, though some claim that she
fled Zahela due to her hatred of it. Others believe
she was taken by nefarious means.
Beyond gold, gambling, and trade, the city has
other interesting sites to behold and visit.
The Fountain of the Forgotten Woman

Although the free market is slowly regaining its
economy, the scars remain. Due to the failure of
the monetary system, many citizens turned to less
ethical tactics to gain wealth. Ultimately this led
to a high crime rate in some impoverished areas of
the city.

The Great Tourney
“Bravery in mind, the body, and the soul.
Competition brings it out.”
- Sir Elstad, three-time Champion of the Great
Tourney
One of the other draws of this merchant city is
The Great Tourney held in the fourth month of
each year. This month, the city makes the most of
its income and allows it to survive the rest of the
year.
Although the arenas used to be decorated
extravagantly in gold and gems, the bitter past
pushed the citizens to paint over the painful
reminder of the economic collapse. The place is
now a more modest event space, but bits of gold
can sometimes be seen flecking through the paint.

A derelict statue of a woman pouring water into a
pond at her feet lays forgotten on the city's
outskirts. It pays homage to a woman only
referred to as Lady M. No one seems to be able to
remember when the fountain was built, who
erected it, or who Lady M even represents.
The eeriest part of the fountain is that the water
continually flows despite the belief that it is not
connected to the city’s water system.
An old wives tale claims that should a visitor
throw a coin (anything but gold) into the water
may be blessed with good fortune. However, if
one is to put gold into the fountain or attempt to
remove a coin, they will be cursed for the rest of
their days.

The Exchange
This behemoth of a bank is the most prominent
and serves individuals of all races and social
statuses. It’s an impressive building comprised of
marble pillars and silver scaled floors.
Within this building, all matters of loans,
business, and debts are handled. It also assists

kingdoms in wealth management and official
trade agreements and disputes.
The Exchange is run by a group of supremely
wealthy individuals who have very little
management oversight. They are seen as one of
the most significant authorities in the city and yet
are not the banks governing body.
The motto of the bank is:
“Knowledge above all, fairness below that. Next
is a mix of the four.”
It references the council that manages the bank
and consists of one human, one orc, one elf, and
one dwarf. This ratio is to be maintained for
balance in all transactions.

Epicurean Alley
The most refined foods, the most expensive
wines, and the most delectable desserts can all be
found here.
Epicurean Alley is a section of the free market
city that offers an extensive array of consumables.
Some claim to cure curses and ailments, while
others tote otherworldly tastes that provide
positive attributes to the eater.
However, true luxury comes at a cost. Epicurean
Alley is for the upper echelon of visitors with
prices that would scare an ordinary person poor.
Some foods and drinks are not even purchasable
by coin but rather by shady contracts and
dealings.

Illache
While not a continent, the Illache region is the
third-largest area in the North-Western quadrant
of the world of Mythis. The landmasses here
consist of a multitude of islands and archipelagos,
as well as peninsulas. All of which are of a
tropical climate. Travel by sea is more common
here than anywhere else to the north, and pirate
raids (from all races) are a common security
threat. But trade from the Silk Sea keeps flowing,
and there is much to be had in terms of riches.

Ata’ualan, a
Spiritual Empire

Capital: Alafatau
Terrain: Archipelago
Current Ruler: High Chief Vaimusu
Government: Theocratic Federalism
Languages: Ata’ualan (Togalan Human),
Dwarven-Ata’ualan Hybrid, Illache Human
Key Major Gods: Paha, Hielalu (Hielah), Aniel
Key Minor Gods: Indiring, Sariel, Uriel,
Alo’atane (Althan), Alaua (Aramah), Minasael
Dominant Race: Togalan Human
Other Races: Half-Dwarves, Illache Human
“Outsiders often describe our empire as a cluster
of islands. But the ocean which connects our
islands is just as much a part of Ata’uala as is the
land.”
—Kekealamea (Tribal Elder of Leihiti)
Ata’uala Overview
The Ata’ualan archipelago is spread throughout
the Sapphire Ocean in the southeast of Mythis. Its
inhabitants are primarily Togalan humans, but
thanks partly to its vibrant culture, rich history,
and stunning natural beauty, Ata’uala has long

been a magnet for nomads of other races. Though
it was once a great superpower on the Mythis
world stage, the Ata’ualan Empire has slowly
collapsed over the past several centuries, paving
the way for the rise of other actors.
Lore
When the gods created humans, Hielalo (the
Ata’ualans’ name for Hielah) saw great potential
in the race that she believed the other gods were
overlooking, inspiring her to create the Togalan
humans in her image and scatter them throughout
the islands in the southeast of Mythis. When the
humans began to brave the seas and connect with
the other island tribes, Pahai (Paha) saw beauty in
their courage and blessed them with magic that
would protect them from harm and help them
thrive in their environment. A mighty blessing
was given to one human on each island who was
deemed most worthy to lead his or her people; this
blessing was passed from one chief to the next
through a ritual ceremony. The humans became
deeply devoted to Pahai, Hielalo, and the other
gods of their realms.
History
Ata’ualan magic, though weak, helped them rise
to dominance by way of extraordinary agriculture
and maritime travel. Powerful tapus blessed by
Uriel safeguarded their homelands, making
foreign invasion futile, while enormous fleets of
ships and command of the winds fueled Ata’ualan
expansion to the west. But because most of the
central Ata’ualan leadership came from its
military, the empire began to decentralize when a
growing number of war-weary chiefs started
choosing peace over expansion. The secession of
several major cities from the confederation, along
with series of citizen rebellions against the central
authority. Growing anti-federalist sentiment
among the islanders is all factors that have
contributed to the current state of disorganization
in Ata’uala. Current High Chief Vaimusu is seen
as a name only; he’s generally not well-respected

among the individual island chiefs and has little
means of enforcing central authority.

Government
Ata’uala, in its current form, is a weak
confederation of island cities. Each island has its
own Chief, who acts as both a religious and
political leader. The title of Chief is a divine right,
and though it’s usually passed down through the
lineage, a Chief’s successor is supposed to be the
one most worthy of leading his or her island; most
tribes typically honor that premise if a Chief’s
offspring is seen as unfit. However, the High
Chief of Ata’uala is chosen on a meritocratic basis
when the old one passes away through a vote
among all-island Chiefs. At that point, the chosen
High Chief’s home city becomes the new capital
of Ata’uala (it is said that this is sometimes a
factor in the election). The High Chief’s purpose
is to diplomatically unite the many individual
cities of Ata’uala than rule them.
Magic
The magic of Ata’uala is beautiful but limited in
scope. At various points throughout their history,
Pahai has made it clear to the Ata’ualans that he
gave them their magic for only three purposes. To
command the winds (though not to the extent of
destruction), nurture the growth of plants, and
endow objects with protective tapu magic. In
essence, their magic was to be used for farming
and protection, not war. Magic has been a subject
of controversy throughout Ata’ualan history;
defecting from Pahai’s magic guidelines is seen as
a criminal act and an act of shame. Anyone who is
discovered educating themselves on using this
magic for other purposes is ostracized, but that
hasn’t deterred some Ata’ualans from doing so
covertly.
Religion
The bond between Ata’ualans and the gods was
once powerful, but it’s much weaker now that the

gods have essentially turned their backs on
Mythis. The people mainly worship Paha and
Hielalo, but the favorite lesser gods differ from
island to island. Recent years have seen the rise of
a cult called the Redux Service. Though they
seem to be rooted in the political ideology of
decentralizing Ata’uala into sovereign city-state
islands, it’s also rumored that they worship
Throsaere.
Technology
Ata’uala’s biggest technological asset is its
nautical prowess. Their ships are explicitly
tailored to take advantage of their wizards’
powers of wind manipulation but can function
incredibly well without their help as well.
Furthermore, Ata’ualans have developed an
intricate navigation system using trigonometry
and the stars.
Notable Cities
Ramadenei (Sovereign)
Despite officially seceding, Ramadenei still
adheres to most Ata’ualan traditions and
maintains good diplomatic relations with
Ata’uala. The city has long been known for the
annual Walk of Ramadenei, in which a large
portion of the population walks around the
island’s vast sandy perimeter ten times; this is
said to strengthen the protective power of the
island’s tapu.
Pahai’i
During the heyday of the Ata’ualan empire,
Pahai’i was a thriving city of commerce with an
enormous population. Its vast cliffs and myriad
tapus made it a symbol of might for the Ata’ualan
empire, as well as an ideal place for military
weaponsmithing and religious monuments to its
namesake, Paha. However, since the empire’s
collapse, it’s become a simple fishing town that
struggles to import the fresh produce it can’t grow
itself.

Leiwailo
Leiwailo has been suffering ever since a triad of
its Ata’ualan neighbors (and trade partners)
seceded from the confederacy. Still, there’s been a
more significant problem looming: the slow rise
of the Redux Service. The recent economic
hardships have played right into the cult’s
political message, allowing it to gain a large local
following steadily; notably, they’ve even
indoctrinated a few members of the island’s tribal
council. The Redux Service speaks of an
impending Great Rebirth, though their exact plan
is shrouded in mystery to all but the cult leaders.
Leihiti
The jungles of Leihiti are flush with religious
temples and tapus, making it the unofficial
spiritual capital of Ata’uala. While Paha and
Hielalo are the main objects of worship,
Leihitians also place a heavy focus on Kiriel, the
Goddess of Rebirth. It’s said that even amid an
age where the gods scorn the mortals of Mythis,
Kiriel still nurtures a secret bond with Chief
Paraohi and the tribal elders, who reciprocate with
an unknown ritual sacrifice.
Perhaps a unique thing about Leihiti is its
dwarven population. There exists a race of halfdwarves on the island whose skin tone, hair color,
and tattoos liken them to Togalan Humans. These
“Togalan Dwarves” have come to the island long
ago on a mission of conquest. Instead chose to
defect from their home kingdoms in favor of
peaceful existence on Leihiti. Oddly, however,
these dwarves focus more on their native religion
than Ata’ualan practices, leading some to wonder
who they would side with if push came to shove
between the dwarves and Ata’ualans.

Confederacy of
Nala

and often violent retribution. His greed is
showcased by the city’s magnificent and,
arguably, gaudy halls, towers, and structures
around the city. Most of the city’s trade is limited
to the strongholds

Capital: Mastow
Dominant Race: Dwarves
Notable Settlements: Lurtzog, Bardrifell, Eren,
Vardrikali, and Kari’s Hold
Leader: King Darrian the Golden
Races: Dwarves (cities) %, humans (nomad) %
Dwarven Capital Mastow
“To say Mastow is extravagant would be an
understatement. King Darrian the Golden went
through great lengths to ensure the city exhibits
the wealth and majesty of Dwarven ingenuity.
Some say the city was built to satiate Darrian’s
ego, but I cannot speak to that . . . .”
—Hulon Erdoran, Master Architect of Mastow
The wealthiest of dwarven cities, Mastow spreads
across three mountains, marking it as the largest
dwarven city in the world. The massive front gate
is adorned with intricate carvings of the rich and
storied Dwarven history, serving as a tribute to the
awe-inspiring construction of the city itself. Home
of the Dwarven Monarch, King Darrian the
Golden, the Dwarven Confederacy’s Capital
accumulated its impressive fortune solely by
mining ore, minerals, and gems. These are refined
into tools, weapons, armor, jewelry, and some say
they created a unique alloy used only by the
citizens of Mastow. Darrian’s lust for money is no
secret, as he sits upon a throne of solid gold and
has his mines running every hour of every day.
Even though he has access to more riches than he
will ever need, he still makes every stronghold
pay taxes as a symbol of their undying loyalty to
their King. These ideals have caused tension
between the King and stronghold leaders, but any
whisper of disobedience is answered with swift

within Darrian’s dominion, the one exception is
their weapons and armor from The Iron Kingdom.
The Iron Kingdom is just on the other side of the
Silk Sea, King Darrian knows the blacksmith’s in
Aron are far superior to his own; this alone is the
reason for his alliance.
Legions of Nala
Founded on the military prowess of Balefur, “The
Bold” from the 2nd Age, the army was created to
protect the realm of Nala from the significant
threats the peninsula is home to the subterranean
scourge that are Goblins, Duergar, and Naga, the
Nala battalions keep their people safe.
To impress Dwarven wealth upon any travelers,
Darrian decreed all soldiers wear gold plated
armor. While impractical, his subjects know better
than to question him, as it is rumored the King to
be mad.

With the plains between strongholds being as wild
as they are, the Legions of the Nala Confederacy
send patrols daily to ensure safe travels for their
own and traders, visiting ambassadors, or various
travelers and adventurers.

Wandering Nomads of the Plains
The nomads of the Nala Peninsula have genuinely
embraced the land’s power in nature. Over many
centuries, they developed ways to manipulate
local plant life to imbue themselves with natural
forces. Whether enhancing their strength and
speed or sharpening their minds, they utilize these
magics to provide for themselves. Never staying
in one place, the nomads wander the wild plains
between the mountain ranges, collecting any plant
or animal deemed worthy of use. They keep what
they need and trade the rest with the Peninsula’s
many strongholds. Every tribe is unique, from
their decorations, choice of weapons, or the exotic
animals they ride. Rarely aggressive toward
travelers or caravans, the nomads go about their
business without conflict; though, it is
recommended you stay out of the way when you
hear their hunting horns on the wind.
“The nomads are an interesting people. You know
who the magic wielders are immediately
recognized, as they are covered in the most
colorful dyes and paints made from the local
flora.”
—Commander Giebold of House Balefur, 3rd
Legion of Mastow
Gazetteer
Lurtzog: Surrounded by many differing cultures,
the city of Lurtzog is known for its unique
commerce and best prices in the land. With the
Lizardfolk to the East, nearby elvish settlements,
and the wandering nomads, Lurtzog has unique
products for sale. Trade led to the city is a
destination for adventurous travelers and
merchants to experience.
A secret only known to the citizens, Lurtzog is
home to the coveted Sea Mines. Water Coal is the
finest and purest fuel utilized for their many
forges. They do not wish to share, as it is their
primary source of energy. Due to the dangers

associated with working the “Black Water
Mines,” it is considered an honor among the
populace to be trusted to work in the Sea Mines,
often leading to free drinks.
“You will not find a more eclectic city. I purchase
most of my goods from here, as my customers
have exotic and curious tastes.”
—Arlin Ubanta, Traveling Purveyor of Fine
Goods
Bardrifell: Bardrifell is a true testament to the
architectural aptitude and commitment of the
dwarves. Like clouds hanging in the sky, this
city’s buildings rest gracefully within the snowcapped mountain range this city calls home. Don’t
let the beautiful cityscape fool you, as visitors
may only gaze upon its exquisite construction
from afar. Their strict but necessary border
control keeps their city pristine and functioning.
This strict population control leads to mainly
domestic trade within the town proper.
Eren: Known as the most unique of the
strongholds, it houses a large population of
hybrids, Dwarf-Succubus and Human-Succubus,
to be specific. Due to the Succubi living on Eren
Island, just off the Western coast. The Succubi’s
nature, being as it is, attracts many Dwarves and
humans to visit, increasing crossbreeding. While
Darrian does not recognize these crossbreeds and
even wanted them kicked out of his Kingdom,
Eren is still a part of the Nala Confederacy.
Kari’s Hold: Kari’s Hold standing the test of
time is held in high regard among Dwarves as a
symbol of resilience and longevity. This fortress
has held back copious armies trying to tear down
its walls, most of which were humans. Due to this
contention, humans are not allowed within unless
under stringent conditions.
Although it is considered a Dwarven fortress, the
vibrant gardens surrounding and lying within the

city give it almost “Elven” qualities. This
beautiful city is also home to “The Gardens of
Truth.” Once a place associated with slavery,
violence, and aggression, these gardens are now a
place for love and inner peace. Many Dwarves
come here to clear their minds and find ways to
better themselves through self-reflection.

Empire of Nulkhol

Capital: Nulkhol
Dominant Race: Naz Ghearzon Orcs
Notable Settlements: Lukil, Nulkhol, Baleah,
Orzog, and Gorkil
Places of Interest:
Home to Ancient Orcish Wonders
The Empire of Nulkhol
During the Great Migration, the Naz Ghearzon
built ships of all sizes and utility, from
transportation to warships, and headed South.
Under the leadership of Rishnak, the Naz
Ghearzon united together to create the Nulkhol
Empire. Rishnak’s formidable fleet spread out
among a handful of islands, all brimming with
rich and fantastic flora and fauna.
Established on what seemed to be solid
foundations of mastering the sea and creating an
Empire, there were many cracks. The founded
monarchy, ruled by King Gnezmar the Sacred,

became corrupted by an extremist religious group
named Rishnak’s Code. The failing system led to
a struggle in power

between the monarch and the fanatics, eventually
resulting in the end of Rishnak’s Code and,
Gnezmar naming himself “Divine Ruler,” rather
than the king.
Gazetteer
“The winds at our back, it is time to set sail. With
clear skies above, we shall prevail!”
—Naz Ghearzon sailor cheer
Nulkhol: The largest city in the Empire, the
Capital city of Nulkhol, sprawls between Mount
Gratzin and the Umberlana River. As the most
cosmopolitan city in the Empire, Nulkhol hosts all
varieties of races in times of peace. Due to their
receptive nature, the city became a tourist
destination, but recent years have seen less
visiting. In their place, small organizations seek

ways to corrupt and take advantage of the
crumbling Empire. The city’s defenses are not
what they used to be, though they have the Water
Guard.
Due to their aquatic affinity, the Water Guard are
true masters of the sea, wielding water magic and
harnessing its power. In times of war, they were
used for covert operations, using their magic to
get behind enemy lines and gather intel. In times
of peace, they act as a supplement to the city’s
guard. Occasionally, they are hired for covert spy
missions by wealthy citizens.
1st Wonder, The Great Temple of Krollidor
The isle of Kroll is enveloped in magic and filled
with rare magical creatures. Nestled within lies
the Great Temple of Krollidor. Griffins are among
the many species found on the island and are
protected by law. No hunting is allowed to
preserve the species and respect the Temple. The
Temple itself is a massive underground tomb
filled with extensive tunnels, labyrinths, beautiful
architecture, and treasures of the royal family.
Beleah: On the Eastern portion of the island
shared with Nulkhol lies the city of Beleah.
Focusing on trade, the citizens live a hectic life of
incoming and outgoing trade ships, receiving and
loading cargo, and organizing shipments. This
focus led to a food shortage, as they did not farm,
relying mainly on trade for food and resources.
Beleah is home to the N’uma Rina. The busy city
is a perfect cover for the N’uma Rina and their
completely walled-off compound.

This organization sells various services, including
spying, assassinations, thievery, and relic hunting.
2nd Wonder, Statue of Rielah
Adorned in brilliantly colored, gem-encrusted
jewelry, the elegantly beautiful Rielah, Lady of
Wealth is immortalized in the central hub of
Beleah. She looks over the city, offering guidance
to those who are in need.
Orzog: Looking over the Tazmal-Kardal Jungle,
seated high above its living canopy of birds and
animals on a plateau nearly a mile high, lies the
city of Orzog. Its height mixed with nearimpenetrable walls makes this the most secure
city in the Empire. With no harbor or reliable
trade routes, Orzog utilizes its ingenuity to
produce resources. King Gnezmar created a series
of siphons that collect water deep underground.
Orzog shares the cliff with the Birdmen. They
carved out small tunnels and caves on the side of
the ridge to live. Followers of Krawka wish to
show their devotion by flying, so they constructed
a kite made of silk and sticks. Citizens of Orzog
sometimes sit on the cliff's edge to watch the
Birdmen soaring through the clouds over the sea.
3rd Wonder, The Adornment Flora of Orzog
Covering Kesgoa entirely, the Adornment Flora is
a presence of nature that expands across the entire
island. Some say that deep down, through winding
tunnels and cave systems, lies a living hive-mind.
They theorize that the whole island is one living
entity, capable of thought and feelings.
Gorkil: Gorkil is brimming with creative citizens
from engineers and architects to artists and
writers.
The island of Fekai is a sight to behold; its beauty
is unparalleled in the Empire. This beauty,
however, comes with a price. Fekai is home to
active volcanoes called The Fires of Dawn that
lay on the outskirts of the dense jungles, causing

them to be burned down. These conditions created
a rich and fertile soil unseen anywhere else.
4th Wonder, The Mausoleum
Within the walls of Gorkil lies the final resting
place of Rishnak. All of his belongings now lay
within the weather-damaged and mostly forgotten
Mausoleum.
Mauzaniuk
More of a small town than a city, Mauzaniuk sits
on the southern end of Epasari island. Primarily
rural, the island is filled with farmland. Farmers
here provide most of the food for the entire
Empire, but the rest of the Nulkhol pay little
attention. Gnezmar pays this area little mind as
the population is quiet, citizens keeping primarily
to themselves and their farms, which tends to keep
one busy all day.
5th Wonder, The Temple of Kiriel
A monument to the great God of Resurrection,
Kiriel, Death is a difficult concept to accept for
most; Kiriel eases people’s tensions and offers the
gift of rebirth.
“To live is to die; to die is to be reborn. Such is
the true circle of life.”
—Follower of Kiriel

Places of Interest
The following location places might be worth
checking out for adventurers. You never know
what might be lurking there.

factions to share the island’s wealth. Some
factions have gone to build very rudimentary ports
to make coming and going more accessible for
them.

The Boji Steppe
Black Coast
The Black Coast is a massive region that refers to
both the area’s volcanic islands, The Isles of Fire
Dusk and Dawn. There is much debate over the
name “Black Coast,” some believing it to be
named for the black sand beaches, others believe
it is called for the black dragons that inhabit the
islands. Truly a wonder to behold, but one of the
more dangerous areas to visit. Between the active
volcanoes, flowing rivers of lava, and black
wyverns, the Black Coast is a beautiful and
dangerous place to visit.
Anyone who dares traverse such a treacherous
landscape is likely there for the precious gems and
metals the island’s caverns hold. Some of the
rarest ore and gemstones can be found here,
making it a popular place to visit. Many a life has
been taken and added to the black beaches to
pursue riches beyond their wildest dreams. Only
the truly brave and strong can survive this place,
and many hire bodyguards willing to protect their
assets at a chance to strike it big.
Most travelers avoid the black wyverns, and even
hunters leave them alone due to the rumors of
their ferocity. While being very rare and worth a
lot, hunters know they’re not worth the risk, and
the dragons near Dragon Vale Island are much
easier to capture. Other rumors suggest black
wyverns to be non-confrontational, as long as you
don’t steal from them or go near their young.
There is no official outpost or claimed land here,
just constantly contested areas. The contests are
mostly high tension, rarely leading to violent
confrontation. There is an assumed treaty among

Located just West of Zahela, the Boji Steppe
stretches to the horizon, making it difficult for
travelers to comprehend its vastness. The lack of
built structures and natural formations also
contribute to this landscape’s immense flat look.
Due to the land’s nature, there are not many
citizens from the region living here, save for a
handful of tribes that call this area home.
Few choose to live here, but some Orc Shamans
use the Boji Steppe for their various ceremonies,
the most common being the Spirit Walk. One of
the trials the Shaman goes through to gain status
as a tribe’s spiritual leader is to undergo a Spirit
Walk. The would-be Shaman is sent out to the
Boji Steppe for one week with no food, water, or
supplies. The Spirit Walk brings them closer to
their ancestors, who are there to teach them the
ancient techniques to heal and protect their
people. Many aspirants don’t survive this test, but
it is one of the highest honors a individual can
accomplish. When an the aspirant returns from
their Spirit Walk, there is a week-long celebration
followed by an induction ceremony to the Shaman
ranks by the tribe’s elders.
This boundless expanse is home to many creatures
in this bleak landscape, including the
Legerdemain Cat. The Cat averages upward of
700 pounds, is exceptionally muscular, has
powerful forelimbs for hunting, a massive head,
and a tail that is roughly half the length of its
body. Although a formidable size, these cats
adapted to their harsh living space enough to
make themselves almost entirely flat when
stalking their prey. Their adaptable fur also helps
to provide cover. A formidable adversary, these
cats blend into their surroundings.

Dreadful Coasts
One may wonder about the name at a distance, as
the coast has a beautiful golden shine when the
sun hits it just right. The luscious jungle in the
background frames the golden sands in a way that
appeals to most sailors passing by. When one is
close enough, however, that’s when the coast’s
namesake shows its true colors.
Sticking out of the sand like plants reaching for
the sun, thousands of bones belong to past
visitors. The crunching sound alone is terrifying
to most as one walks across the beach and inland
if one dares to discover more secrets.
If the beach graveyard didn’t scare you away, then
the region’s residents might. Located just
Northwest of Dragon Vale Island, it comes as no
surprise that this land is home to all varieties of
wyverns. The beaches are littered with the bones
of their previous guests, as wyverns have been
hunted close to extinction.
Most people visiting this area are there to make a
fortune. Wyverns are known for their magical
properties, especially various parts of them.
Magic users everywhere utilize dragon parts for
the spells, whether their scales, teeth, wings, or
essence itself. Wyverns provide a great deal of
resources for the arcane and profit for those brave
enough to take one on. Not only can their parts be
used for magical purposes, their scales make some
of the strongest armor in the world, making it
highly sought after. Some hunters take on this
expedition to try and capture them, selling them as
pets for the rich and powerful people of the world.
Some wish to help preserve the wyverns,
attempting to create an alliance with them to learn
more about the arcane and history of the lands, as
they live much longer than most races of the
world.

Emerald Lake
Nestled between the edge of the Woods of Salmor
and the base of Mount Falrin rests a small lake. In
recent years few people have visited the lake, as it
no longer possesses what once made it such a
popular location for traders and adventurers to
investigate. For decades after its discovery, the
lake produced — no one is sure how — small
green rocks that shined like gemstones. They are
so similar to a real gem that only the sharpest
investigator can tell the difference. As a result,
these green gems have made their way around the
continent. More than a few individuals have
touted the quality of their emerald, only to be told
the harsh truth by an appraiser.
In recent years, due to a sharp decline in the
appearance of these stones on the lake’s floor,
collectors have begun seeking them out. The trade
of gems has caused a massive increase in the
valuation of the false emerald stones. They are as
valuable as diamonds in some parts of the
continent— if you can find the right buyer.

Ghastly Downs
On the edge of the continent of Alonduim, the
white cliffs of Ghastly Downs cast a long shadow
on the shore beneath them. It is said that scorned,
broken-hearted, and widowed lovers become
enchanted by the Downs when they set eyes upon
them. The Downs’ effect may overtake those
whose hearts are vulnerable—a feeling of cutting
sadness and regret will wash over them, and they
will be drawn towards the cliff’s edge.
Victims often stand at the edge for hours weeping,
eventually stepping forward and plunging to their
deaths. There are countless legends that attempt to
explain the Downs’ effect on the heartbroken, the
most popular of which involve a long-dead witch
that lived atop the Downs centuries ago. She had
fallen in love with a man much younger than her,

a man that rudely and publicly rejected the witch.
Crushed by this rejection, with nothing left to live
for, she stood at the edge of the Downs for days.
Tears rolled down her face relentlessly and,
eventually, she cried out one last time before
leaping to her death. Some of the witch’s magic is
said to have seeped from her corpse into the
ground, leading to the Downs’ effect.
But of course, this is just legend.

Garden of Demons
Dark trees brood over a cursed landscape called
the Garden of Demons. A hidden valley from the
First Age clinging to the side of a volcano called
Akuna’s Cauldron. Among fields of skeletal
corpses and standing stones of volcanic rock, it
squats the abyssal tower of Arcanis Ja’Mar
Yancyan.
Some say the Arcanis was an elf; others
whispered an orc but so steeped in demonic lore
he twisted himself into a creature no longer
considered mortal. He then turned his corrupt
gaze over the valley, and through unholy
experiments, summoning, and forced breeding, he
forever tainted the valley. Any water source
turned ichor black, shadows thicken with foul
creatures, and some wooded areas hung expectant
gel-like sacks, nurturing demons till they birthed.

sought the throne of the king he had sworn to
protect. Using his powerful necrotic abilities
Zeriram raised an army of undead soldiers and
led them across the kingdom. This swarm of
undeath devoured everything in its path,
eventually reaching to gates of the King’s castle.
Zeiram is said to have risen high into the air —
over the castle walls and into the very room where
the King lay sleeping. He murdered the King and
his entire family in cold blood, and when he was
finished, he placed the King’s crown upon his
head. He sat on the dead old man’s throne and
declared himself King.
For a hundred years, the mage ruled over the
kingdom, using his abilities to maintain his youth
and vitality. Eventually the people of the empire
had had enough, and a plan was devised to slay
the mage king and end his reign of terror. Brave
knights and paladins of the kingdom came
together and were successful in defeating the
mage’s army, and soon, after more than a hundred
years of brutal dictatorship, Zeiram was slain—so
they were led to believe.

Few who have found the valley ever return the
same. Some visitors' minds are either broken or
physically demonically tainted with horns, cloven
hooves, or odd skin colors. Some have returned
with magic knowledge of the darkest kind,
making unholy deals with an evil beyond the
ethereal veil.

The crafty mage had conducted an ancient ritual
in secret, sensing his time running out, that would
grant him immortality and incredible abilities—at
a cost. He would be dead for at least five hundred
years before the ritual would bring him back to
life. Zeiram the Lich was buried deep within a
dark and misty dungeon, hoping that he may
never rise from the dead and find his way out of
the labyrinth. No one knows if the lich may wake
one day and attempt to reclaim his long-lost
throne, and few have ever entered the misty
dungeon and found their way out, those that have
speak of horrors beyond imagination.

The Misty Dungeon of Zeiram the Lich

The Veil of Sorrows

Long ago — in times long since forgotten by the
never-ending forward march of time — there
existed a great mage called Zeiram. This mage

The Great Museum of Wonder in Ilstow is a
testament to the ages. Vast cathedral ceilings and
rows upon rows of artifacts from around the world
are displayed here. Most artifacts are replicas, as

the Bone Horn of Onkmet or a blue diamond
necklace from fabled Frostfell, but a few are
authentic.
The Veil of Sorrows hangs over a golden bust of
Emperor Vasilios VIII. An artifact from the time
before time, the Veil is a sentient being with a
very chaotic nature, profoundly saddened by all
the events it has seen and has shown others.
The Veil is part of an interactive exhibit. A
stationed Arcanis with the abilities to see the
future foretells events of a paying participant.
After the telling, the participant can then opt to
have the Veil draped over their head. The Veil
will then show personal future events but be
warned that they will happen once these events
are shown. Some have seen greatness, others pain,
and some see nothing but boredom or what they
expected to happen. However, even if the future
foretold was with perfect, predictable clarity, the
chaotic nature of the Veil could forge an entirely
different future, something completely
unforeseen.

Thousand Spires of Taleah
One of the most exciting and unique places of
interest in all of Mythis, the Thousand Spires of
Taleah is a place every single person should visit
in their lives. This marvel encapsulates the
world’s history in a beautiful artistic display,
portraying designs in colorful spires created over
time.
Not much is known about the origin or source of
this phenomenon. Other than it has been
mentioned throughout civilization. Within the
mountain range, tucked away within the giant
caldera of an ancient volcano, lies the Thousand
Spires. From a distance, as you’re climbing down
into the caldera, some say it looks like the back of
a porcupine; others say a massive sea urchin.
Once you reach the bottom, they become

enormous trees that come to a point hundreds of
feet up.
No one knows what they are made of or where
they come from when another appears. What is
known, every fifteen to thirty years, another one is
formed in a random open spot among the other
spires. Perhaps the most beautiful event occurs
every seventy-five to one hundred years. Every
spire changes its color to add the last century’s
story to the already existing vibrant tapestry of
Mythis’ entire history. Scholars believe each color
represents a different race or significant event in
history. For example, the first spire is white to
represent the becoming of time itself, before any
civilizations existed. Another Spire is followed by
a deep ocean blue spire that represents Mythis’
addition of the elves. Next, come darker shades of
brown, green, and black to show the Orcs coming
to the world. And so on.
Scholars are still investigating what they can
about the Thousand Spires, and some believe that
the first men used the Thousand Spires to create
the first calendar system, following the creation
patterns of the spires.

The Tower of Drahia the Mad
Tucked away deep inside the Dragon Spine
Mountains lies the resting place of Drahia the
Mad. He was an orc whose search for power
ultimately led to his undoing. He tasked his
followers with finding ancient magical relics and
scrolls used by the Titans themselves. He
eventually succeeded in finding true power but
lost most of himself in the process; no one knows
what is still there, but many rumors that his
followers are still working towards finding
ancient magical power. There are even whispers
of finding a way to bring him back.

